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Foreword

The NASA Orbital Debris Program Office at Johnson Space Center has developed a new

computer-based orbital debris engineering model, ORDEM2000. The model describes the

orbital debris environment in the low Earth orbit region between 200 and 2000 km altitude. The

model is appropriate for those engineering solutions requiring knowledge and estimates of the

orbital debris environment (debris spatial density, flux, etc.). ORDEM2000 can also be used as a

benchmark for ground-based debris measurements and observations.

We incorporated a large set of observational data (both in situ and ground-based), covering the

object size range from 10 gm to 10 m, into the ORDEM2000 debris database, employing a new

analytical technique utilizing a maximum likelihood estimator to convert observations into debris

population probability distribution functions. These functions then form the basis of debris

populations. We developed a finite element model to process the debris populations to form the

debris environment. A more capable input and output structure and a user-friendly graphical

user interface are also implemented in the model. ORDEM2000 has been subjected to a

significant verification and validation effort. Currently, ORDEM2000 runs on Windows

95/98/2000/NT computers. An interactive UNIX version is also available.

,o

ix





1. Introduction

This document describes the new NASA Orbital Debris Engineering Model, ORDEM2000.

ORDEM2000 supersedes the previous model, ORDEM96. The availability of new sensor and in

situ data, as well as new analytical techniques, has enabled the construction of this new model.

This section describes the general requirements and scope of an engineering model. Data

analyses and the theoretical formulation of the model are described in Sections 2 and 3.

Section 4 describes the verification and validation effort and the sensitivity and uncertainty

analyses. Finally, Section 5 describes the graphical user interface (GUI), software installation,

and test cases for the user.

1.1 Requirements of an Engineering Model

The primary requirement for any engineering model is to provide the user accurate results in a

timely fashion. Two main constituencies compose the ORDEM user community: spacecraft

designers and operators, and debris observers. A third user group includes spacecraft designers

and analysts using the Debris Assessment Software package. Engineering models, currently the

ORDEM96 code, form the heart of the Debris Assessment Software orbital debris environment

subroutines.

The requirements of each user group differ somewhat, though they of course share many

common requirements. For example, the designer of an oriented spacecraft requires more

detailed estimates of the flux than the designer of a randomly oriented or randomly tumbling

spacecraft. In the case of the former vehicle, a designer may prefer the flux to be described in

terms of azimuth in the local horizontal plane so as to design shielding in the most cost-effective

manner. Such detail is not required in the case of a randomly tumbling spacecraft. Both

designers, however, would be concerned with the distribution of debris flux as a function of size

and altitude. Because of the long lead times in new satellite designs, the temporal behavior of

the debris environment over a satellite life cycle is of interest. In the case of an observer

planning a debris observation campaign, results will be dependent upon the inclination

distribution of resident space objects visible to the ground-based sensor site; further

complications result depending upon whether the sensor is fixed in its orientation or is steerable

in azimuth and elevation. In the case of bistatic radars utilizing parallax, the altitude distribution

becomes of crucial importance due to common field of view constraints.

Thus, any engineering model must include an accurate assessment of the orbital debris

environment as a function of altitude, latitude, and debris size. ORDEM2000 is an engineering

model that is consistent with this requirement. It is based on debris populations with various

altitude, inclination, and size distributions. The model provides a complete description of the

environment in terms of debris flux onto spacecraft surfaces or debris detection rate observed by

a ground-based sensor.



1.2 Applicability of an Engineering Model

Engineering models are applicable to the problems described in the preceding section. Some

problems, however, are beyond the scope of an engineering model. For example, one cannot

evaluate the short-term collision risk, due to fragments from recent breakup events, relative to an

orbiting satellite using an engineering model. In addition, the long-term impact of various

mitigation measures on the debris environment must rely on a debris evolution model that

includes secular effects such as the solar activity cycle, which affects atmospheric density and

hence the decay rate of objects in low Earth orbit (LEO), the growth of the space vehicle

population, and a projected fragmentation rate. Other models, such as the NASA SBRAM

(satellite breakup risk-assessment model) and the NASA EVOLVE long-term debris evolution

model, are more applicable to examining the consequences of such phenomena.

1.3 An Historical Overview of Engineering Models

Engineering models were first assembled for agency internal use. Kessler (1984) developed the

first debris engineering model for the Space Station Program Office. Further models were

assembled for the Strategic Defense Initiative Organization and various LEO spacecraft

programs (Kessler et al. 1989) and, again, the Space Station Program Office (Kessler et al.

1991). Each of these models portrayed the environment in terms of curve fits to describe the

distributions of large objects (the Space Surveillance Network - or SSN - catalog of objects

larger than approximately 10 cm) and small objects (as recorded by the inspection of surfaces

exposed to, and returned from space). Both periodic (solar cycle) and secular (growth rate)

effects were included explicitly. A significant requirement of these models was that they be

easily executed by a programmable calculator or be capable of manipulation "by hand" in a

reasonable amount of time.

The need to better define the debris environment eventually outgrew this latter requirement.

ORDEM96 (Kessler et al. 1996) was the first model that required a personal computer for

effective implementation. ORDEM96 pioneered the use of debris population ensembles

characterized by altitude, eccentricity, inclination, and size. ORDEM2000 adopts a similar

approach, but it replaces the final remnants of curve fitting, as used by all previous NASA

engineering models, with a finite element model to represent the debris environment.

Engineering models are not limited to the NASA models mentioned above. For example, the

European Space Agency (ESA) MASTER'99 (Sdunnus et al. 2001) series of models performs

similar functions, as did the former Soviet Union's GOST three-population (orbital debris,

micrometeoroids, and "Earth-orbiting meteoroids") engineering model. MASTER'99 is similar

to the ORDEM series of models, whereas the GOST model is more similar to the earlier NASA

models.



1.4 Point of Contact

The official point of contact for ORDEM2000 at the NASA Orbital Debris Program Office is:

Dr. James F. Pawlowski

Mail Code: SX

NASA Johnson Space Center

Houston, TX 77058
USA

Phone: (281) 483-0038

Email: james.f.pawlowski 1 @jsc.nasa.gov



8 Data Sources and Data Analysis

2.1 Data Overview

Ten data sources form the basic database of ORDEM2000 (Table 2-1):

• SSN catalog

• Haystack and Haystack Auxiliary (HAX) radar data (Settecerri et al. 1999)

• Goldstone radar data (e.g., Matney et al. 1999)

• Impact measurements from the Long-Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF) (e.g., Levine 1991,

1992, 1993)

• Hubble Space Telescope Solar Array (HST-SA) impact data (Drolshagen et al. 1997,

McDonnell et al. 1998a,b)

• European Retrievable Carrier (EuReCa) impact data (Drolshagen et al. 1996, McDonnell et

al. 1998a,b)

• Space Shuttle window and radiator impact data (Hyde et al. 2000a,b)

• Space Flyer Unit (SFU) data (Yano 1999)

• Mir impact data (H6rz et al. 1999)

They are described in detail in the following sections.

As will be described in Section 3, we based the ORDEM2000 model on five pre-calculated

debris populations. They correspond to objects of five different size thresholds: 10 gm and

greater, 100 gm and greater, 1 cm and greater, 10 cm and greater, and 1 m and greater (hereafter

referred to as 10-gm, 100-gm, 1-cm, 10-cm, and 1-m populations). We used the major sources

to build the debris populations, while the other sources were used to verify and validate the

model predictions.

We used the following major data sources to obtain our five populations:

SSN catalog build the 1-m and 10-cm populations

Haystack radar data build the 1-cm population

LDEF measurements build the 10-ktm and 100-_tm populations

Since no direct measurement at 1 mm is available, the 1-mm debris population in the model is

based on an interpolation between the 100-ktm and 1-cm populations. Goldstone radar data for

the 3-mm objects are used to justify the interpolation.

Before construction of the model, a decision was made regarding the time baseline of the

environment. We selected the debris populations to be those on a preselected reference date:

January 1, 1999. We used the SSN catalog from the same reference date and projected the

Haystack debris detection from each year to the reference date using the historical growth rate of



the 1-cmpopulationfrom theNASA orbitaldebrisevolutionmodelEVOLVE 4.0(Kriskoet al.
2000). We thenusedthecombinedHaystackdatato build the 1-cmpopulationasof January1,
1999. TheLDEFdebrisimpactdataarefirst processedwith asimplemodelthatcalculatesthe
historical 10-_tmand100-ktmdebrispopulations,includingtheeffectsof atmosphericdragand
solarradiationpressure.We thenscaledthenumberof debrisimpactsdetectedduring theLDEF
mission(1984-1990)with themodelpredictionduringthesameperiodandthenprojectedthem
to January1,1999.

2.1.1 Space Surveillance Network Catalog

The United States Space Command SSN is composed of ground- and space-based sensor

systems whose charter is to track human-made resident space objects. These data are compiled

daily into Keplerian element sets and distributed to the user community via NASA Goddard

Space Flight Center's Orbital Information Group. In addition, the United States Space

Command maintains an archive of historical element sets. This archive was supplied to the

NASA Orbital Debris Program Office at Johnson Space Center (JSC) and, coupled with regular

updates, comprises our element set database.

We use two ancillary data sets in conjunction with the two-line element data: the radar cross

section (RCS)-size data set and the area-to-mass ratio database. The RCS-size data set consists

of an object identifier, an on-orbit/decayed flag, the number of unique (non-default, non-

repeating, non-blank) observations of a particular object, and a statistical description of RCS and

size ("characteristic length") of the object, including the median and mean RCSs, the standard

deviation, skewness and kurtosis of the RCSs, and median and mean sizes. We use the NASA

Size Estimation Model (SEM) to derive size from RCS.

The area-to-mass ratio database, consisting of several databases, contains statistical area-to-mass

ratio data for individual members of various debris clouds/ensembles, including the rocket body

(Delta, Agena, Long March, Ariane, Able Star(t), etc.), spacecraft (Cosmos 1275, etc.), and

miscellaneous (P78, Cosmos 1813, etc.) debris ensembles. Specific debris-generating categories

of space vehicles examined include, but are not limited to, U.S. Delta 100 and 1000 series rocket

bodies, Agena D rocket bodies, Soviet Anti-Satellite Interceptor vehicles, and Soviet/Russian

Electronic Ocean Reconnaissance satellites. The area-to-mass ratios of debris fragments were

determined from the orbital decay history of those fragments using a Jacchia atmospheric model

and measured values of solar activities.

The SSN auxiliary data includes, but is not limited to, direct access files linking SSN catalog

number, mean and median RCS, mean and median size, source identity (e.g.U.S., Japan, etc.),

and object type identity (e.g. fragmentation debris, operational debris, spacecraft, etc.).



Table 2-1: The Ten Data Sources

SSN

Haystack

HAX

LDEF a

HST-SA

EuReCa

Shuttle b

SFU

Mir

Goldstone

Size range

10 cm to 10 m

•0.3 cm to 10 m

0.5 cm to 10 m

0.5 cm to 10 m

0.5 cm to 10 m
1.0 cm to 10 m

1.0 cm to 10 m

0.8 cm to 10 m

0.01 to 1 mm

0.01 to 1 mm

0.005 to 0.5 mm

Altitude Range

(kin)

200 to 2000

350 to 1100

350 to 650

350 to 650
700 to 1100

1200 to 2100

450 to 1050
450 to 1050

330 to 480

586 to 614

502 to 508

All

Inc. Range

(degree)

40 to 140
28 to 152

32 to 148

32 to 148

40 to 140

40 to 140

40 to 140

0.1 to 1 mm

10 p.mto 1 mm

10 to 100 _m

2 mm to 2 cm

300 to 400

480

170 to 300

280 to 2000

All

All

All

All

All

All

32 to 148

Time of

Collection

up to Dec. 99

91 to 99
91 to 99

91 to 94

94 to 98

93,94,96,97

94 to 97

98 to 99

Apr. 84
to Jan. 90

Apr. 90
to Dec. 93

Aug. 92
to Jun. 93

95

to 98

Mar. 95

to Jan. 96

Mar. 96
to Oct. 97

Oct. 94
to Oct. 98

aLDEF: Space Debris Impact Experiment (D. Humes), Chemistry of Meteoroid Experiment (F.
HiSrz), Interplanetary Dust Experiment (F. Singer), LDEF frame (M/D Special Investigation

Group).

bShuttle: STS-50, 56, 71, 72, 73, 75, 76, 77, 79, 80, 81, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 91, 94, 95, 96.



2.1.2 The Long-Duration Exposure Facility

LDEF is a unique data set for several reasons. LDEF had a number of surfaces that were

deliberately designed and calibrated to measure the debris environment. LDEF maintained its

orientation throughout its mission, allowing for a detailed analysis of the directionality of the

debris and meteoroid impactors (for a good overview of the LDEF project and details of the

various experiments described below, see the Proceedings from the First, Second, and Third

LDEF Conferences, Levine et al. 1991, 1992, and 1993).

LDEF (international designator 1984-034B, catalog number 14898) was in a circular, 28.5-deg-

inclination orbit for 5.77 years (1.8196 x 108 seconds)--much longer than originally planned. It

was deployed on the STS-41C flight of the Space Shuttle Challenger (launched April 6, 1984).

The initial orbit was at 480-km altitude, but had dropped to 331-km altitude due to atmospheric

drag by the time it was recovered by the Space Shuttle Columbia (STS-32) on January 12, 1990.

The time-averaged altitude was 457 km, so that is the value used for the calculations.

LDEF was designed as a multi-faceted cylinder with 12 faces and two end-pieces. The

spacecraft maintained its orientation throughout the mission so that each face along the cylinder

pointed in a different yaw angle separated by 30 deg. LDEF was deployed so that the face

intended to point in the ram direction actually was rotated 8 deg off ram. In addition, the

spacecraft was not deployed perfectly vertical but was canted 2 deg forward at the upper end.

Figure 2-1 shows the orientation of LDEF.

1 12 11

3 2

Figure 2-1: The orientation of LDEF as viewed from the space-

facing end. The arrow indicates LDEF's direction of motion.

The spacecraft was rotated 8 deg from the intended direction.

The data sets consist of crater diameters and location of the feature on the surface. In addition,

any information on the chemistry of the impactor or other unique feature is preserved. Other

information, such as at what facility the feature was measured, is also preserved.



In preparingfor theassemblyof datafor thisanalysis,it becameclearthatthedatasetsfor the
varioussurfacesarenotof uniformquality. Someof thesurfaceswereanalyzedmuchmore
carefullythanothers.On somesurfaces,it waspossibleto identify smallerstructuresthanon
others.

Theintercostalswerepolishedaluminumframesegmentsthatheldtheexperimenttraysin
place-M intercostalswereavailablefromeachof the 12sides.Becauseof their highlypolished
surfaces,theexperimenterscouldreliablydetectcratersdownto sizeslessthan50_tm. In
additionto the intercostals,thereweresomewhatlargerframepiecesknownaslongerons.These
werenot actuallyremovedfrom theLDEF structure,but theyweremeasuredfor thelargest
craters(>500_tm)beforetheLDEF wasdisassembled.Thefacingof eachlongeronwashalfway
betweeneachof the12sidefaces----correspondingto 15degin yawdifferencebetweenthe
longeronsandtheneighboringfaces. TheywerenumberedsothatLongeron1waslocated
betweenLDEF faces1and2.

TheHumesexperiments(Humes1991)consistedof aluminumplatesdesignedto measure
craters,but themicroscopicpitting on thesurfacesfrom themanufacturingtechniquesmadethe
limiting cratersizearound100_tm.Becauseof resourcelimitations,only asubsetof the
surfaceswasmeasuredto thisaccuracy.Becauseof its uniqueability to seemeteoroidswith
minimalcontaminationby orbitaldebris,thespace-facingsurfaceunderwentcarefulanalysisto
seetheminimumpossiblecratersizes.Datawerealsoincludedfrom theEarth-facingsurface.
Thecraterson thissurfaceshouldbedominatedby meteoroidsalone.TheLDEFdatabasecan
sometimesbedifficult to use,andit is notalwaysclearwhetheraparticularcraterhasbeen
countedmorethanonce. Thedataweusedarefrom Humes(1993). We alsoincludedsomedata
from thealuminumthermalpanels(discussedandtabulatedin thesamepaper).A crater-by-
craterdatasetexistsfor amajorityof theHumesdata,but it is notcomplete(e.g.,it doesnot
containthespace-facingsurfacedata),sothecumulativevaluestabulatedin thatpaperwere
used.

TheChemistryof MeteoroidsExperiment(CME)goldplate(H/3rzet al. 1991)onside3 can
distinguishthenatureof the impactormwhetherit wasdebrisor ameteoroid.Becausethegold
surfacewason therearsideof LDEF andhadaveryhighmaterialdensity,it is assumedthatany
debrisimpactswouldbefrom low-velocityparticlesthatwouldbethemostlikely to leavea
residue.Meteoroids,ontheotherhand,wouldimpacttherearwith significantlyhigher
velocities,makingit morelikely thattheywerevaporized.In thosecaseswheretherewasno
residuefound,it wasassumedthatit wasdueto ameteoroid.Consequently,thecraterswere
segregatedinto two categories:debrisandmeteoroids-plus-unknowns.In essence,this turnsthe
CME goldsurfaceinto two detectors----oneto measureonly debrisandtheotherto measureonly
meteoroids.Thedatafrom theCME aluminumplateonside11werealsoincludedin this study,
but it is possibleto usethechemistryon this plateto unambiguouslysegregateonly someof the
dataintodebrisandmeteoroids.Consequently,for thefit, thissurfacewastreatedlike theothers
in thatthecraterdistributioncontainsanunknownmixtureof meteoroidsanddebris.



Table 2-2: LDEF Cratering Record

Intercostal

Intercostal

Intercostal

Intercostal

Intercostal

Intercostal

Intercostal

Intercostal

Intercostal

Intercostal

Intercostal

Experiment Material

Aluminum 6061-T6

Aluminum 6061-T6

Aluminum 6061-T6

Aluminum 6061-T6

Aluminum 6061-T6

Aluminum 6061-T6

Aluminum 6061-T6

Aluminum 6061-T6

Aluminum 6061-T6

Aluminum 6061-T6

Aluminum 6061-T6

Side

1

Area [m2] / Crater Sizes [l_m]

0.2376 / >50

0.2358 / >50

0.2325 / >50

0.2352 / >50

5 0.2365 / >50

6 0.2372 / >50

7 0.2380 / >50

8 0.2352 / >50

9 0.2348 / >50

10

11

Intercostal Aluminum 6061-T6 12

Longerons Aluminum 6061-T6 1-12'

Humes Aluminum 6061-T6 1

Humes Aluminum 6061-T6 2

Humes Aluminum 6061-T6 3

Humes Aluminum 6061-T6 4

Humes Aluminum 6061-T6 5

Humes

0.2391 / >50

0.2403 / >50

0.2374 / >50

0.4816 / >500

0.59 / >100 3.69 / >500

0.59 / >100 2.11 / >500

0.59 / >100 1.23 / >500

0.59 / >100 2.51 / >500

0.59 / >100 2.51 / >500

Aluminum 6061-T6 6 0.59 / >100 3.26 / >500

Humes Aluminum 6061-T6 7 0.59 / >100 3.54 / >500

Humes Aluminum 6061-T6 8 0.78 / >100 0.93 / >500

Humes Aluminum 6061-T6 9 0.3 / >100 0.69 / >500

Humes Aluminum 6061-T6 10

Humes Aluminum 6061-T6 11

Humes Aluminum 6061-T6 12

Humes Aluminum 6061-T6 Space-Facing

Humes Aluminum 6061-T6 Earth-Facing

Chemistryof MeteoroidsExperiment Aluminum 1100 11

Chemistry of MeteoroidsExperiment Gold 3

0.59 / >100 1.33 / >500

0.59 / >100 3.69 / >500

0.59 / >100 1.33 / >500

0.0447/ >20 1.14/ >80 5.48 / >500

0.52 / >100 2.84 / >500

**0.57685 / >100

***0.459 / >50

* The longerons were located at yaw angles half-way between the m

represent yaw angles offset 15 deg from the faces.

fin LDEF faces, so they

** The CME aluminum plate data used only covered half of the total area of the experiment. The

data set appeared to be complete only down to around 100 _tm.

*** The CME gold plates had a shell that exposed the surface to space for only a fraction of the time.

The area in the table is the estimated equivalent exposure area over the lifetime of the mission.



2.1.3 The Long-Range Imaging Radar

The Long-Range Imaging Radar (hereafter referred to as "Haystack") instrument and the orbital

debris data processing are discussed in some detail in the NASA Haystack reports (Settecerri et

al. 1999). This section contains a short summary of the data used and rationale for the choices in

the data selection.

The primary data analysis requires more information than the standard plots of flux versus

altitude because one of the important factors of the flux on a spacecraft is the relative abundance

of elliptical and circular orbits. In general, the Haystack measurements by themselves are not

precise enough to unambiguously determine the eccentricity of each debris orbit. Therefore, the

method outlined in Section 2.2.1 is used to obtain statistical distributions in the orbital

parameters using the range and range-rate information.

In principle, one can use an expectation maximization (EM) method (see Section 2.2.1) to

simultaneously solve for the conversion from RCS to debris size. However, this could be a

daunting computational task. For this study, we limited the EM analysis to determining orbit

distributions only. Settecerri et al. (1999) have shown that the populations based on the simple

NASA SEM alone are close to those obtained by more sophisticated analysis. The SEM model

therefore screens the data sets to give the detection rates of objects with a given size and larger.

For the model populations, the final distributions are modified by an altitude-dependent factor to

remove the biases introduced in the RCS-to-size conversion. Typically, this factor increased the

population by 25% over that estimated from the SEM alone.

We chose a number of view modes from the Haystack data that covered different regions of the

LEO environment over a period of a decade. Table 2-3 summarizes the data sets used in the EM

analysis.

Table 2-3: Haystack Data Sets Used

Pointing Time (hours)* Ranges Used (km) Range-Rates (kmls) Years

10 deg South 1279.6 1160 - 2340 +/-11 1991-1999

20deg South 1534.1 630- 2570 +/-10 1991-1999

90 deg South 802.0 300 - 2000 +/-6 1991-1998

75 deg East 1270.4 310 - 1620 +/-6 1994-1999

82 deg East 93.8 1200 - 2000 +/-6 1996-1997

20deg East 149.9 760- 1740 +/-10.5 1993-1994

*Total hours observed at that pointing direction. Different ranges were observed for different

lengths of time over different years.
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A numberof speciallong-rangemodeshavebeenusedovertheyears.We decidedto usethese
datasetsto improveourestimationof thepopulationat higheraltitudesdespitethe low number
of hoursusedin somecases.

TheHaystackdataitself consistof anumberof "Events"files thatrecordthebasicdata
measuredfor eachobjectdetected.Thesedataincludetimeof detection,range,range-rate,
signal-to-noiseratio,andRCS. Thefiles aremaintainedatNASA OrbitalDebrisProgram
Office.

2.1.4 Haystack Auxiliary Radar

HAX became operational in 1994 and has been used to observe the LEO debris environment

since then (Settecerri and Stansbery 1997; Settecerri et al. 1999). Although its sensitivity is

lower than Haystack, HAX has a wider field of view (1.7 times that of Haystack). The HAX

data complement the Haystack data well. The two HAX observation modes are vertical and

82 deg east. The available data files are from FY94 to FY99. The average debris diameter is

determined using the SEM. Figure 2-2 shows the surface area flux between 650- and 750-km

altitudes from the 82 deg east mode obtained in FY97. All HAX data are stored in "Events"

files, in a manner similar to Haystack data.
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Figure 2-2: A typical HAX surface area flux from FY97.
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2.1.5 Hubble Space Telescope solar arrays

The Hubble Space Telescope (HST, international designator 1990-037B, catalog number 20580)

was launched on April 24, 1990, into a 28.5-deg-inclination orbit. The HST is designed to be

regularly serviced or upgraded on orbit; the STS-61 crew carried out a servicing mission in

December 1993. During that 3Y2-year period (1320 days), HST had decayed from an original

altitude of 614 km to about 586 km. During servicing operations conducted in the STS payload

bay, one of the solar arrays (+V2) was unable to retract into its deployment cassette, and was

jettisoned on orbit. However, the other (-V2) of the two solar arrays was retrieved and returned

to Earth (Drolshagen et al. 1997).

Figure 2-3 (McDonnell et al. 1998b) depicts impacts on the 0.7-mm-thick blanket-type solar

array. This figure shows the general orientation of the solar arrays with respect to the HST bus.

As may be seen, each solar array was assembled from five solar panel assemblies, designated A-

E and AA-EE. Each solar panel assembly is further composed of 160 solar cells arranged in

series. The inset figure in Figure 2-3 depicts a typical solar cell in cross section.

The ESA maintains the impact analyses results. These data, and the data reduction procedure,

are discussed in detail by McDonnell et al. (1998a,b), hereafter referred to as the Unispace

reports. Data consist of raw and reduced data tables and descriptions, impact crater and

penetration images, results of chemical analyses on the crater residues, and reports and papers.

HST-SA surfaces examined include multilayer insulation (MLI) blankets, the solar array panels,

and other surfaces exposed to space. As with EuReCa data (below), interpolation of

hypervelocity data into thin surfaces was used to relate impact crater diameters to debris

diameters. Figure 2-4 depicts the cumulative cross-sectional flux, measured from the four faces

of the solar array, as a function of size based on the published data (McDonnell et al. 1998a). It

is based on the assumption that the projectiles have a density of 4 g/cm 3 with an average impact

velocity of 10 krn/sec.

The nomenclature adopted is that of the Unispace reports. Here, "front" refers to the sun-facing

side of the array; "rear" refers to the side oriented in the anti-sun direction; "top"/"upper" refers

to array sections A-E; and "bottom"/"lower" refers to array sections AA-EE. The latter

nomenclature refers to the order in which the array was stowed within its cassette. "Top" panels

literally lay upon the "bottom" panels. Chemical analyses were performed on impactor residue

found within HST solar array craters. Graham et al. (2000) report upon a selection of impactors

and identify impactor type.
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Figure 2.3: Impacts upon the HST solar arrays (with inset cross section of a solar cell).

From: McDonnell et al., 1998b. Solar cell component thickness is not to scale.
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2.1.6 The European Retrievable Carrier

EuReCa (international designator 1992-049B, catalog number 22065) was launched in August

1992 aboard STS-46 and retrieved in June 1993 by STS-57. During its 11-month mission,

EuReCa was placed in a Sun-pointing mode with an inclination of 28.5 deg at altitudes between

502 and 508 km (Drolshagen et al. 1996). The post-mission analyses results are published in two

Unispace reports. Interpolation of hypervelocity data into thin surfaces was used to relate impact

crater diameters to particle diameters. Two fluxes, based on different assumptions of the

projectile mass densities and impact velocities, are available from the reports. The first one

assumes a projectile density of 4 g/cm 3 and an average impact velocity of 10 km/sec ("debris")

while the second flux assumes a projectile density of 2.5 g/cm 3 with an average impact velocity

of 21.4 km/sec ("meteoroid"). Figure 2-5 shows the two cross-sectional fluxes.
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2.1.7 Space Transportation System (STS) Orbiter

The Shuttle data consist of careful analysis of the important surfaces after a mission. These

surfaces are the wing leading edge reinforced carbon-carbon tiles, the payload bay door flexible

reusable surface insulation, the payload bay door radiators, and the crew module windows.

Sometimes, it is possible to identify the source of the debris---whether meteoroid or human-made.

The available data includes STS flights 71, 76, 79, 81, 84, 86, 89, and 91 (Hyde et al. 2000a) and

STS flights 50, 56, 72, 73, 75, 77, 80, 85, 87, 88, 94, 95, and 96 (Hyde et al. 2000b). Note that

these references contain detailed descriptions of the data sets, including feature-by-feature size and

impactor chemistry of each (if available) for each surface and mission. The documents also

contain a summary of cratering equations. In addition, the detailed flight geometry is computed for

each mission and the pointing history of each surface, complete with shadowing by other surfaces.

The predicted hit rate according to ORDEM96 (Kessler et al. 1996) and the meteoroid model is

computed for each surface and summarized in the document, and the detailed time-integrated

orientation information for each surface is saved in special files. A large amount of hypervelocity

data exist for hypervelocity impacts into glass surfaces, and was used to relate crater diameters to

particle diameters for the Shuttle windows; however, other surfaces are very complex (tiles,

radiators, etc.), and required special impact tests to determine impactor sizes. Details on the

hypervelocity impact relations are described in Christiansen (1998).
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2.1.8 The Goldstone Radar

NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory's Goldstone radar system consists of a bistatic pair of parabolic

antennas located 497 m apart. The 70-m antenna is used for the transmitter and the 35-m

antenna is used for the receiver. The transmitting antenna points 1.5 deg from zenith at azimuth

154.6 deg toward the receiving antenna. The receiving antenna points 1.44 deg from zenith so

that the two beams overlap between about 280 and 3000 km altitude. The radar has a

wavelength of 3.5 cm, and can see objects down to 2 mm in size in LEO (Goldstein et al. 1998,

Matney et al. 1999).

The Goldstone data sets consist of debris detections over a period from October 1994 to October

1998. Table 2-4 summarizes the observation hours and number of detections. Due to reduced

sensitivity in the 1998 data and some of the 1997 data, only a subset of the data summarized in

the table was actually used in the analysis.

Year

1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

Table 2-4: Goldstone Radar Observations

Observation Hours Number of Detections

69623.2

7.5 218

43.0 1485

107.4 2934

172.2 3785

The receiver only detects signal in the principal polarization channel, so only a portion of the

reflected radar energy is measured. This will result in some underestimation of an object's RCS.

An adjustment factor was added in the calculations based on polarization distributions measured

by Haystack.

There appears to be a saturation problem at large RCS values. This means that the radar

probably underestimates the RCS of larger objects (>>1 cm), but should not interfere with

measurements of the smaller objects. Nor should it affect the cumulative flux rate determined at

small sizes.

Reconstructing the size-dependent flux for Goldstone is a difficult process because the

overlapping beams create a complicated beam pattern. In addition, while there is some

information in the range-rate data, it is difficult to extract accurate inclination values because the

beam direction is nearly vertical. The biggest drawback is the lack of detailed information about

how each object went through the beam. The RCS is computed as if each object went through

the center of the beam where the radar signal is the strongest. This means that the quoted RCS is

a lower limit. For this reason, ORDEM2000 uses the Goldstone data as a secondary source to
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validatethemodel. Themodelfluxesareusedto "fly" variousdebrissizesrandomlythroughthe
overlappingGoldstonebeamsusingaMonteCarlotechnique.Foreachpathandsize,an
"equivalentRCS"valueis computed----theRCSvalueGoldstonewouldhaveassignedto that
object. Onceapredicted"equivalentRCS"distributionis computed,it canbecompareddirectly
with thedata.

Table2-5showsselectedGoldstonedata. All datasetsarein theform of "Events"files that
preservethetime, range,range-rate,andRCS(thevaluemeasuredby Goldstone)of the
individualdetectionfor all theobservationperiods.

Table 2-5: Selected Goldstone Data Showing Time of Detection,

Range, Range-Rate, and RCS in Square Millimeters

YY DOY Date Det#

94 291 17-0ct 1

94 291 17-0ct 2

94 291 17-0ct 3

94 291 17-0ct 4

94 291 17-0ct 5

94 291 17-0ct 6

Time
Time

(GMT)

7.4039 7:24:14

7.4075 7:24:27

7.4214 7:25:17

7.4222 7:25:20

7.4292 7:25:45

7.4464 7:26:47

SNR

22.23

12.8

23.59

22.98

18.44

10.45

Rng Vel
(km) (km/s) Sqmm

828.4 0.029 0.1878

2877.6 0.2551 45.8401

1200.5 -0.1066 1.0789

2791.4 0.0679 53.8642

2829 -0.1115 48.7153

821.8 -0.1559 0.1017

Diam
Hits

(mm)

3.13 2

7.83 6

4.19 4

8.28 4

7.91 5

2.83 4

2.1.9 The Space Flyer Unit

The Japanese SFU (international designator 1995-011A, catalog number 23521) was launched on

18 March 1995 from the National Space Development Agency Tanegashima Space Center

aboard their third H-II launch vehicle. The initial checkout orbit was a 330-km altitude circular

orbit at approximately 28.5-deg inclination. After the solar array paddles were deployed and the

portions of the spacecraft bus were checked out, the on-board engines fired five times to raise the

spacecraft to its 480-km circular operational orbit, which was achieved on 23 March 1995. The

STS-72 crew retrieved the SFU on 13 January 1996.

The spacecraft is shown in Figure 2-6; during the majority of its operational mission, the

spacecraft was oriented such that the solar array paddles pointed at the Sun while the -Y solar

array paddle always pointed to the northern celestial hemisphere and the +Z face preferentially

pointed in the direction of the Earth's heliocentric motion, i.e. the apex direction. The exception

to this general orientation was during the operational period of the onboard Infra-Red Telescope

in Space experiment. The experiment period extended from 29 March to 26 April 1995, during

which the spacecraft was oriented to point at celestial targets. However, in general, surfaces may

be assumed to be tumbling with respect to the local velocity vector.
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Figure 2-6: The SFU spacecraft. All dimensions are in millimeters.

The total exposed area was approximately 146 m 2. The solar array paddles were covered with

solar cells, while the majority of the spacecraft exposed surfaces were covered with MLI

composed of an aluminized Kapton polymide outer layer or silverized Teflon thermal control

radiators. That portion of the spacecraft which has been examined (Kuriki et al. 1997) is the

exposed facility flyer unit, which structurally forms the core of the spacecraft and constitutes a

radiator for the spacecraft. The exposed facility flyer unit surface area exposed to space is

approximately 2.19 m 2. This surface is composed of second surface mirror silverized Teflon

tape attached to A1 2024-T81 plate (Yano 1999). Figure 2-7 shows a cross section of this

surface.

Data analyzed in this report are drawn from Kuriki et al. (1997). Yano (1999) has conducted and

reported more extensive data analyses, incorporating not only the exposed facility flyer unit set

but also surface and MLI impact data. Since these data were unfortunately unavailable for

analysis during this work, we will not analyze them in this report. However, the reduced data are

consistent with the LDEF average flux, the HST, and EuReCa data sets.

TFE tape: 127 tam

Ag: 0.15 tam
Inconel: 0.0275 tam

3M-966 acrylic

adhesive: 51 tam

AI 2024-T81:381 tam

honeycomb facesheet

Figure 2.7: Exposed facility flyer unit cross section (not to scale; some layers accentuated).
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2.1.10 Mir

2.1.10.1 Orbital Debris Collection (ODC) Experiment

The ODC experiment [H6rz et al. 1999] was one of four components of the Mir Experiments

Exposure Package (MEEP) experiment managed by NASA Langley Research Center.

Astronauts deployed this experiment by extravehicular activity conducted during the STS-79

mission to Mir and retrieved it by extravehicular activity during the STS-86 mission. Physically,

the MEEP was attached to the Kristall module's docking module. Other components of MEEP

were the Langley polished plate meteoroid detector (PPMD) and the NASA Marshall Space

Flight Center's passive optical sample assembly (POSA) I and II. The ODC, PPMD, and POSAs

I and n were contained in four separate passive experiment carriers. The passive experiment

carriers allowed packages up to 62 × 62 × 8 cm to be installed.

The POSA experiments exposed various materials----including paint, glass coatings, MLI, and

metallic samples-----to the space environment. PPMD exposed gold, zinc, and aluminum plates to

the environment in a manner similar to POSAs I and II and previous flight experiments such as

the LDEF. In contrast, the ODC used 0.02 g/cm 3 mass density silicon dioxide (SiO2) aerogel

(produced by NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory) to decelerate impacting particles within the

material, allowing for extraction and elemental analysis as well as impact trajectory assessment.

Aerogel tiles (9.6 × 9.6 × 1.1 cm) were press-fit into an aluminum frame within the passive

experiment carrier. Two frames, similar to the leaves of an open book, compose the ODC; each

frame possesses an effective exposed area of -_ 0.319 m 2.

The ODC was deployed such that frame 1 nominally faced into the ram direction while frame 2

faced into the anti-ram (or wake) direction. However, due to maneuvering during MEEP

deployment, actual pointing of the ODC relative to the Mir velocity vector is poorly understood.

Also, shielding by adjacent structures is poorly understood and hence not properly incorporated

into the analysis at this time. Maneuvering tends to randomize orientation with respect to the

ram direction, lending to the ODC the character of a randomly tumbling plate. Shielding also

tends to enhance the pointing uncertainty, and its concomitant uncertainty in flux estimation,

because a shielded orientation can mimic a much less active orientation. In other words, were

the ODC to be oriented at or near the ram direction and yet shielded by adjacent components, the

number of impacts could be similar to that observed in the wake orientation.

Following retrieval after 553 days of exposure, the ODC was returned to JSC for analysis in

October 1997. It was disassembled in the Facility for the Optical Inspection of Large Surfaces

and approximately 0.106 m 2 of each was analyzed. Frame 2 had an enhancement, attributed to a

swarm of particles. This was identified by uniformity of impact direction in the aerogel, and

may be due to secondary ejecta created by an impact on a nearby surface.
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With theswarmparticlesremoved,frame1and2resultsarestatisticallyidentical. Theswarm
particles,however,dominatebelowapproximately15lxm. Thesimilaritybetweenframe1 and2
resultsfor largersizes(andall sizesif theswarmparticlesareremoved)lendsfurthercredenceto
thetumblingplateapproximationto theODC'sorientation.

2.1.10.2 Other Mir-Based Impact Experiments

In addition to the ODC experiment, the Mir station has hosted three other particle-impact surface

collectors (Mandeville and Bariteau 2000): the "Echantillons" experiment, the European Space

Exposure Facility (ESEF), and the Particle Impact Experiment (PIE). Echantillons was a component

of the Aragatz experiment, and was attached to the Mir main core module for 13 months, beginning

in December 1988. ESEF was mounted externally on the Spektr module as part of the Euromir 95

measurement campaign. PIE was attached externally to the Kvant-2 module from June 1996 to April

1997. These experiments exp.osed areas of 750, 400, and 665 cm 2, respectively. These experiments,

necessarily like the ODC, were similarly plagued by uncertainty in orientation direction.

Mandeville and Bariteau (2000) compare the flux of microparticles measured by these experiments

with that recorded by the MEEP/PPMD experiment (Humes 1998). With the exception of PIE results,

Aragatz, ESEF, PPMD, and LDEF (averaged over azimuth in the LDEF local horizontal plane) display

similar results for crater diameters >50 lam. Below this diameter threshold, ESEF (generally nadir-

facing) flux tends to fall off while both Aragatz and PIE exceed that of the remaining instruments by

approximately an order of magnitude. Some portion of this apparent excess may be explained by

secondary ejecta from a nearby solar array. Short-term population enhancement measured by PIE may

be indicative of passage through a relatively fresh debris cloud (Maag 1996).

2.2 Data Analysis

2.2.1 The Maximum Likelihood Estimator (MLE)

Data obtained from instruments do not usually contain all the information desired. This is

especially true of orbital debris. Returned surfaces give crater distributions on oriented surfaces,

but they do not reveal whether a fast, small particle, or a slower, larger one made a particular

crater. The Haystack debris detections are not of sufficient quality to determine the particle's

eccentricity accurately. In addition, these measurements represent statistical samplings of the

population, and are thus subject to sampling error.

In the case of orbital debris, we know that the population to be measured consists of

subpopulations in different types of orbits. If the parameter space to be measured is carefully

chosen, then each of the subpopulations has a unique "fingerprint" in the measurement space.

The measurements represent samples from superpositions or convolutions of these fingerprints

weighted by the relative abundance of the individual subpopulations. This can be written

m(z) dz = { Idx n(x)h(z Ix) }dz
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wherem(z)dzis thedistributionin themeasuredparameterz, n(x) is thedistributionin
populationsx, andh(zlx)dz represents the probability that an object in a given population x will

be seen with a given detection parameter z----the so-called instrument response function. This

type of equation is a Fredholm integral of the first kind. For convenience, this equation can be

approximated by a discrete form

mj = _ n i hij
i

where each i represents a binned population.

In both sets of equations, the "m" distributions are measured, the "h" functions are computed

using theoretical knowledge of the instruments and physics (e.g., cratering), leaving only the

solution of the "n" distributions---the actual populations desired. Unfortunately, the direct

inversion or deconvolution of this equation is generally very difficult. In addition, the limitations

of statistical sampling make the direct solution impractical. However, there are ways to arrive at

statistical estimates for "n" that are just as useful as the elusive "right" answer.

This type of problem is known as LININPOS problems----linear inverse problems with positivity

restrictions ("positivity restrictions" because all of the potential debris populations contain a

number of members greater than or equal to zero). One type of solution is to find a distribution

for ni that maximizes (or minimizes) some measure of the goodness-of-fit. This is called the

MLE approach (Vardi and Lee 1993). For systems such as this one, a good choice for the

goodness-of-fit parameter is the Kullback-Liebler information divergence:

/iXh°nit
Functionally, this is equivalent to maximizing the sum of the logs of the Poisson probabilities

(equivalent to the product of the probabilities):

,n(.  ijni)/ / mJ/
e i hi j ni

In
j m j!

= ,_j {mjln(,_hijni/-,_hijni-ln(mj') }.

The MLE is computed using the EM method. This method is powerful because it is a simple

iterative method that is easily programmed and linearly converges toward the best fit, although

sometimes very slowly. The iteration starts with an initial guess ni(°):
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(1)
ni

In order for this method to converge, hij needs to be normalized:

Z ho=l.
J

The effects of this normalization can be removed at the end of the computation.

For this analysis, we decided to bin the populations in a way to simulate the continuous character

of the distributions. One way to do this is to use "hat" functions that, when added together, form

a smooth distribution. These are good for any function that is believed to be highly variable,

such as inclination distributions.

0

_X 2 -- X 1

f(x) = ix__ x3

x<x_

X 1 < X ___X 2

X 2 < X _ X 3

X3<X

Another basis set to use is a series of normal distributions offset by 1 o

(x-(x o + k_) 2) ]

202 J

where o is the standard deviation of the normal distribution. While these basis functions may

seem odd, they are very good at fitting functions that change smoothly over logarithmic scales,

such as size distributions.

2.2.2 Primary Data

2.2.2.1 Space Surveillance Network

It is generally believed that the SSN catalog does not provide a complete coverage of objects all

the way down to 10 cm in size in the LEO region. This can be seen from Figure 2-8. The

cumulative size distribution (Ncum) of all LEO-crossing objects (from the SSN catalog at the

beginning of 1999) as a function of diameter is shown as the top curve. When it is separated into

two components (non-breakup and breakup), the level-off of the breakup fragment component

just above 10 cm is a clear indication that the coverage is incomplete at 10 cm (due to the

sensitivity limit of the radar). The characteristic of the level-off appears to be the same even
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whenthebreakupfragmentcomponentis furtherdividedinto componentswith differentaltitude,
eccentricity,andinclination(trianglesandcirclesin Figure2-8).

To accountfor theincompletenessproblem,weapplyasimplebiascorrectionto theSSNcatalog
objectsto formthe 10-cmpopulation. It is basedonthefollowing two arguments:(1) thecurrent
breakupfragmentsaredominatedby explosionfragments,and(2) thesizedistributionof
explosionfragmentsfollows asimplepowerlaw that,whenplottedona logarithmic(Ncum vs.

size) chart, mimics a straight line (Johnson et al. 2000). The ORDEM2000 10-cm population is

obtained by increasing the contribution of catalog breakup fragment and real 8x,xxx objectsby

13% to where the bias-corrected straight line intersects the 10-cm line (see Figure 2-8) plus all

known non-breakup objects.

We take the ORDEM2000 1-m population directly from the SSN catalog without any modification.
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Figure 2-8: Cumulative size distribution of LEO-crossing SSN objects in 1999.

2.2.2.2 Long-Duration Exposure Facility

To transform the particle size and velocity into an equivalent crater size, we use the crater

diameter equation of Cour-Palais (for this discussion, see Zhang and Kessler 1993):

19/18 H_I/4P = 5.24 Dp
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In thisequation,Pis thecraterdepth (cm), Dp is the particle diameter (cm), H is the Brinell

hardness of the target material, and pp and Pt are the densities (g/cm 3) of the particle and the

target surface. In addition, v is the speed of the particle, 0 is the angle the particle strikes the

surface relative to the local normal direction, and vs is the sound speed in the material. We

investigated a number of different equations in order to best fit the empirical data. Watts et al.

(1993) have created a set of equations that describe penetration depth and crater width, but these

equations were difficult to match up with data such as H6rz et al. (1995). Instead, we used the

empirical data of H6rz et al. (1995) to arrive at reasonable crater depth/width (P/De) ratios.

Fortunately, for the modeling of the cratering on the surface of LDEF, the exact cratering

formula is not nearly so critical as the choice of impact velocity and angle. As these angles and

velocities are all computed in the EM algorithm (see Section 2.2.1), the results should closely

reflect reality.

The cratering equation predicts the true crater diameter at the level of the pre-impact surface.

Unfortunately, the vast majority of the LDEF data consists in the "lip" diameter of the craters--a

value larger than the "true" crater diameter. Researchers (cf. Kessler and Zhang 1993) usually

quote a ratio of lip diameter to crater diameter of ~4:3. There is some disagreement about this

exact value in the sources, but these numbers appear to give good overall results for LDEF. Note

that if the crater was elliptical such that two crater diameters were given, the crater diameter was

assumed to be the average of the two values. Table 2-6 lists the material constants of the

surfaces used for the calculation.

Table 2-6: LDEF Material Properties Used in the Computations

Material Density (g/cm 3) Sound Speed (km/s) Brinell Hardness P/Dc

Aluminum 6061-T6 2.7 5.1 95 0.58

Aluminum 1100 2.7 5.1 23 0.58

Aluminum 2024-T81 2.7 5.2 47 0.58

Gold (annealed) 19.32 3.24 25 0.4

For the LDEF EM fits, we divided the cratering population ni into meteoroids and debris.

Application of the meteoroid flux presented some difficulties. The Grtin model (Grtin et al.

1985) makes the assumption that the meteoroid velocities can be characterized by a single

value---in this case 20 km/sec. While this may be adequate for randomly oriented surfaces, it

does not work well when trying to apply the meteoroid flux to various oriented surfaces adding

in the motion of the spacecraft and the effects of gravitational focusing. The solution chosen was

to use the Grtin mass distribution to define the relative flux of meteoroids as a function of mass,

and use the NASA velocity distribution model (Kessler et al. 1991) to define the distribution in

velocity in interplanetary space. We applied the effects of gravitational focusing and spacecraft

motion using the LiouviUe's Theorem method of Matney (2000). Because the Grtin mass
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distributionwascalibratedusinga singlevelocity,weapplieda singlescalingfactorto theGrtin
flux to adjustit for theNASA velocitymodel. This scalingfactorwasallowedto beadjustable
duringthefitting processuntil thebestmeteoroidfit wasobtained.Thefit to thespace-facing
faceof LDEF aswell astheotherfacesindicatesthis factorshouldbeabout1.5. Thismeans
that,if auserwishesto usetheGrtin flux with theNASA velocitydistribution,this velocity-
dependent"Griin" flux needsto bemultipliedby 1.5.

Thetruemeteoroidvelocitydistributionsarehighlydirectional,relativeto themotionof theEarth,
but theNASA velocitymodelaveragesoverall directions.Fortunately,theorbitalmotionof
LDEFaveragedovermeteoroiddirectionssuchthattheisotropicassumptionisvalid for thisstudy.

Themostdifficult aspectof usingtheLDEF datais how to setup theproblemin suchawayas
to infer debrisfluxesatotheraltitudesthanthatsampledby LDEF. Thefirst stepwasto "create"
debrisfrom sourcesminthiscase,intactsatellitesfrom theSSNcatalog.

Weconstructedamodelin whichtheparticleswere"created"at aconstantrateproportionalto
theareaof theparentspacecraftandpropagated(underthe influenceof atmosphericdrag,
radiationpressure,andgravitationalperturbations)to seeif they intersectedtheLDEF. ff they
did, thecollisionratewascomputed.Usingthis method,theparametersto befit arethedebris
size-dependentproductionratesattheparentspacecraft.Therewereanumberof simplifying
assumptions:all objectscreateparticlesatthesamerateonly proportionalto theareaof the
parent,theproductionrateis constantwith time,theparticlesall comeoff with similardensities,
andtheycomeoff with minimalvelocities. However,usingtheseassumptions,onecan
constructaself-consistentmodelof the low-Earthsmallparticleenvironmentthatprojectsthe
populationsinto regionswhichLDEF cannotdirectlysample.

Thedebrisfamiliesweresplit into two populations:oneof parentswith high-eccentricitynear-
28-deg-inclinationorbitsandtheotherwith all othersatellites.We triedanumberof other
combinations,but this wasthesimplestcombinationthatgavereasonablematches.Thesetwo
populationswerefurthersubdividedinto sizefamiliesbasedon the"normal" basisfunctions
describedin Section2.2.1.

We binnedthecraterdatafor mj in cratersizebinsandLDEF experimentml2 intercostals,
12longerons,14Humesplates(includingspace-facingandEarth-facingsurfaces),CME
aluminum,andtwo CME goldplates(onefor debrisandonefor meteoroids).We assumeall
cratersonthespace-facingandEarth-facingHumesplateto bemeteoroidsonly. Themjbins
werecompiledto representthecumulativenumbers----thenumberof cratersof thegivensizeand
larger. Thisprocedureis necessaryto ensuretheEM methodfit cumulativedistributions.
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We hadto chooseamassdensityfor themeteoroidanddebrisparticlesto usein thecratering
equations.Themeteoroidswereassumedto haveadensityof 2.5g/cm3,andthedebrisparticles
wereassumedto havealuminumdensitiesof 2.8g/cm3. Thevelocitiesof themeteoroidsranged
from 0 to 72km/secoutsidetheEarth'sgravitationalfield.

Themodeleddebrispopulationswerecomputedwith sizesbetween-1 l.tmand-2000 _tm,
althoughfor themodelwe rejectedthehighestandlowestsizevalues----thehighestbecauseof
lackof detections,andthelowestbecausetheyweretoo smallto producecratersin thesize
rangeobserved.Theresultof theMLE procedurewasaproductionratethat canbeappliedto all
objectsin Earthorbit to projectinto regionsandtimesin whichLDEF did not observe.It also
givesanestimateof thehigh-eccentricityto low-eccentricityratioandtheinclination
distributionsfor smallerparticles.

Figures2-9to 2-14summarizethefitting resultsto theLDEF craterdistributions.Figure2-9
givesthemeasuredcraterdistributionsonthespace-facingHumesexperiment,thoughtto consist
only of meteoroidhits. Thefitted curveshowstheGrtin meteoroidflux with theNASA velocity
distributionafterthefitting factorof 1.5hasbeenapplied.
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Figure 2-9: Crater feature distribution on the space.facing Humes surface along with the

LDEF meteoroid fit. This fit was derived by using the Griin mass flux distribution combined

with the NASA velocity distribution and solving for the Earth's gravitational focusing and the

motion of the LDEF spacecraft. In order to fit the data, this "modified" Griin distribution was

multiplied by a factor of 1.5.
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Figures2-10and2-11showexamplesof thefits to theHumesandintercostalssurfacesasa
functionof yawangle.Figure2-12showsthefit to theCMEgold surfacesplit outby craters
thatweredebrisonly andthosethatweremeteoroidsonly (meteoroids+ unknowns).Figures
2-13and2-14showtheoverallfit to theCME aluminumsurface.Figure2-14showsthedata
brokenoutby debrisonly anddebrisplusunknowns.Thetruenumberof debrishits is
somewherebetweenthesetwo extremes.Thefitted debrispopulationclearly liesbetweenthese
twoextremes.In addition,it appearsthatthelargest"unknown"cratersaredueto debris,while
thesmallest"unknown"cratersappearto bedominatedby meteoroids.

In summary,wewereableto makereasonablefits to anumberof differentsurfaces,somewith
quitedifferentmaterialproperties,overawiderangein featuresizeusinga minimalnumberof
fitting assumptions.In theprocess,wewereableto establishareasonabledistributionof small
particlesoverawidespanof orbitalparametersandaltitudes.
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Figure 2-10: Crater feature distributions at two different limiting sizes on the various Humes

surfaces along the LDEF sides as a function of yaw angle. Both the fit and the data represent

a mix of meteoroids and debris.
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Figure 2-11: Crater feature distributions at two different limiting sizes on the various

intercostal surfaces along the LDEF sides as a function of yaw angle. Both the fit and the

data represent a mix of meteoroids and debris.
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Figure 2-12: Crater feature distributions on the CME gold surface on the rear side of LDEF

broken out by craters made by debris only and meteoroids only (meteoroids + unknowns).

This is the only LDEF surface that can unambiguously determine between meteoroids and

debris (based on reasonable assumptions). The fitted curves are also shown for debris only

and meteoroids only.
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Figure 2-14: On the CME aluminum surface, craters identified as "unknowns" could be due

to either meteoroids or debris. The true debris crater distribution should lie somewhere

between "debris only" and "debris + unknowns." As can be seed in this figure, the fitted

debris distribution stays between these two extremes. The fit also implies that the largest

"unknown" craters are caused by debris, but the smallest ones are dominated by meteoroids.
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A fewcommentsneedto bemadeat thisstageconcerningmassdensityof smallparticles.The
populationsderivedfrom LDEFwerecomputedby assumingthedebrisarealuminumspheres
with massdensityof 2.8g/cm3. Thusfor applicationsusingORDEM2000(e.g.,penetrationrisk
calculations),theparticlesshouldbeassumedto bealuminumspheres.While thischoiceis
somewhatarbitrary,aslongassimilarassumptionsareusedto convertthefluxesbasedonsize
into damage,theassumptionsshouldgive reasonableresults.

2.2.2.3 Long-Range Imaging Radar ("Haystack")

For the Haystack data, the populations to be fit consisted of distributions in perigee altitude,

eccentricity, and inclination. The 75-deg east stare mode can distinguish inclinations between

about 42-deg and 138-deg inclination. The 10-deg and 20-deg south stare modes can distinguish

orbits with inclinations down to about 25 deg and up to about 155 deg (the exact value varies

with altitude), but the south stare modes cannot distinguish between inclinations and the

supplement of the inclination (180 deg minus the inclination). Under the assumption that the 1-

cm population imitates the gross orbital distributions of the catalog population, then the

populations in inclination can be limited further. The population actually computed was based

on the following orbit families:

25 deg < i < 42 deg, perigee altitude < 1275 km

42 deg < i < 121 deg, perigee altitude < 2000 km

Orbits with inclinations in excess of 121 deg were simply assumed to not exist. The low

inclination orbits are not assumed to be nonexistent, only unobserved. They are estimated and

added to the model populations at a later stage.

The data sets consist of range and range-rate pairs for each of the Haystack pointing directions

(for all objects with RCS values that indicated they were greater than or equal to 1 cm in size

based on the SEM). This forms a very high-resolution data set (much higher than the crater

data), so both the data and populations were binned into many segments. The number of bins

created problems in terms of the EM matrix size and run time, but yielded useful results.

The calculations showed a number of populations derived from the Haystack data. There are

high-eccentricity populations at low inclinations, and concentrations of circular orbits at 28-deg,

65-deg, 82-deg, and 100-deg inclination. These populations are consistent with those derived

from earlier analysis of the Haystack data and consistent with our current knowledge of the

environment. This method gives the first analytical values for the ratio of elliptical to circular

orbit populations in the 1-cm size range.

Figures 2-15, 2-16, and 2-17 show comparisons of the distributions estimated from the Haystack

data with the catalog populations.
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Figure 2-15: The orbit families estimated from the Haystack data using the EM method have

been broken out by eccentricity and the spatial density with altitude is shown in comparison to

the equivalent populations in the catalog. Note the high population of circular orbits between

about 800 and 1000 km altitude in the low-eccentricity population. This is thought to be

composed of RORSAT sodium-potassium debris and is a dominant feature in the Haystack data.
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Figure 2-16: The orbit families estimated from the Haystack data have been broken out by

inclination for the low-eccentricity population. Again note the RORSAT sodium-potassium

population centered at 65 deg inclination in the Haystack data.
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Figure 2-17: The orbit families estimated from the Haystack data have been broken out by

inclination for the high-eccentricity population. The 1-cm Haystack population shows a

relatively high relative population of elliptical orbits, especially at low inclinations.

2.2.3 Secondary Data

We used the secondary data sets to take the size orbit populations determined by the primary data

set and make any necessary adjustments to modify the model to more closely reflect reality.

2.2.3.1 Shuttle Data

There are two ways to analyze cratering data. One is to try to back out a population using

averaging techniques to remove the effects of velocity and size. The other is to use a model flux

population, complete with details of velocity and direction, and to try to match the feature

distribution on the target. This is the procedure we used to analyze the data sets.

The ORDEM2000 environment based on the primary data was carefully run against all the

Shuttle missions in the study. Using the detailed pointing timelines and the cratering equations

provided with the data, it was possible to make detailed predictions of the feature distributions

seen in the Shuttle data. It soon became clear that the population of small particles derived from

LDEF was underpredicting the feature distributions seen in the Shuttle data.

This presented a quandary. The populations were derived from a specially designed experiment to

measure the orbital debris environment in the late 1980s, and a data set taken over multiple periods in

the 1990s was giving significantly different results. In addition, the Shuttle data represented a data
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setthatcloselyresembledthetruerisksposedbythedebrisenvironment.Wechoseto staywith the
inclinationandeccentricitydistributionsfit byLDEFandto alterthespatialdensitiestoreflectthe
highernumbersseenin theShuttledata.Table2-7summarizesthepopulationadjustmentfactors.
Notethatthebestfitswerefoundby adjustingonlythehigh-eccentricityorbit populations.

Table 2-7: Table of Values Used to Adjust the Environment

Based on the STS Data Fits

Population Adjustment Factor

10 l.tm, high-eccentricity 35

10 _m, low-eccentricity 1

100 wn, high-eccentricity 10

100 _m, low-eccentricity 1

1 mm, high-eccentricity 6*

1 mm, low-eccentricity 1

* The 1-mm corrections are applied after the 100 lxm

populations are adjusted and the interpolation is computed.

There are many possible explanations for the discrepancies, but for the purposes of the model, it

was simply assumed that the small-particle production rate in highly eccentric orbits went up in

the 1990s. As will be seen in Section 4, this procedure provided results consistent with a number

of different experiments.

2.2.3.2 The Goldstone Radar

To a first approximation, we compute the 1-mm populations by simple interpolation between the

1-cm and 100%tm fluxesminterpolating the orbit distributions linearly, and the spatial densities

logarithmically. However, the Goldstone data provide a method to check these numbers.

We used the method described in Section 2.1.8 to compute predicted RCS distributions (values

of RCS that Goldstone measures) for various altitudes. We then adjusted the interpolation values

for the 1-mm population in order for the modeled distributions to fit the observed Goldstone

distributions. For the most part, the only regions that needed adjusting were the RORSAT

altitudes between 800 and 1000 km altitude. In the 1-cm population, these objects dominate the

distributions. However, it appears that the population of RORSAT sodium-potassium particles

falls into the background at around 1 mm. This may be due to the sublimation of the particles or

their loss due to atmospheric drag.

The adjustments to these populations are summarized in Table 2-8. Note that the Goldstone data

is the only data set Used that samples the populations of particles in the approximately 2-6-mm

range at these altitudes. The resulting fit is shown in Figure 2-18.
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Table 2-8: Table of Values Used to Adjust the 1-mm Environment

Based on Goldstone Data Fits

Altitude Bin
1-mm Population

Adjustment Factor

800-850 km 0.5

850-900 km 0.25

900-950 km 0.25

950-1000 km 0.5

1000

Goldstone Data (1994-1997)
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(Objects with Measured RCS > RCS of 3 mm sphere)
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Figure 2-18: The Goldstone data give some indication of the populations of debris in the

1-mm to 1-cm size range. The ORDEM2000 prediction is based on a model of the GoMstone

beam and represents the expected number of objects the radar would measure as having RCS

values greater than or equal to that of a 3-ram sphere. GoMstone can only detect objects with

this measured RCS out to about 1000 km.
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2.2.3.3 lIST Solar Array Data

We used original data taken from McDonnell et al. (1998b), consisting of tabulated values for a

cumulative number of impacts, sorted by decreasing size of impact feature and the associated

flux. The data have been repeatedly analyzed for different features, residue chemistry, etc.

Comparison data are from the McDonnell et al. (1998a) Summary Report and from Drolshagen

(personal communication, 1997), Drolshagen et al. (1997), and Paul et al. (1997). The latter

three references were some of the first generally available to the scientific and engineering

community. Analyses were conducted using, initially, the Cour-Palais (1982) relationship

between conchoidal feature diameter (Dco) and the particle (impactor) diameter (dp), and the

Fechtig/Gault lunar rock impact equation (Fechtig et al. 1977; Gault et al. 1972). This latter

relation was applied to the entire size spectrum of observed HST solar array impacts. McDonnel

et al. (1998b) utilized the Taylor et al. (1998) damage equation for soda-lime and borosilicate

glasses:

Dco = 10 .0.21dp1.28 ppO.44vpO.66(cos 0 )°62,

where Dco is the conchoidal feature diameter (_tm), dp is the impactor diameter (_tm), pp is the

projectile density (g/cm3), v is the relative velocity (km/sec), and 0 is the angle with respect to

surface normal. Note that uncertainties in the exponents of the coefficient and variables have

been suppressed here.

This equation is based on the assumption of a semi-infinite target. For HST-SA, this assumption

holds for Dco less than about 300 _tm. For larger sizes, the assumption of a semi-infinite surface

fails. For features with Dco larger than about 2 mm, one can use a thin target assumption as

described below. For intermediate feature sizes, no adequate cratering equation exists.

Consequently, these data were not fitted.

Thin-target assumptions require two steps to elaborate the relationship between Dco and hole

diameter Dh, and a relationship between Dh and dr,. The first is described in McDonnell et al.

(1998a):

Dco = 1.080Dh + 1.335,

where units of both the diameters are in (mm). This equation was fit to calibration shot data

collected during the HST-SA analysis. Burt and Christiansen (2001) give the attendant

relationship between Dh (mm) and dp (cm):

dp = 0.169(Dh + 0.169)pl/3v-2/3(cos 0) -2/3

Here, all variables are as defined before. This latter equation is derived from impacts onto actual

HST-SA samples.

To present the least ambiguous analysis possible, all data analyzed are from the solar cell side of

the flexible solar array. As European analysts have adopted a standard nomenclature, this
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surfaceshallbereferredto asthefront-topsurface,comprisingthefront of thesolararray(i.e.
thesidemountingthesolarcells),andthetoparray(theflexiblearrayblanketwhich wason
"top" of thebottomarraywhenrolledwithin thearraydispensercassette.This strategy
presentedthebestopportunityto readilyanalyzethedata,andwasrepresentativeof all four
surfacedatasetsaspresentedin McDonnellet al. (1998a,b).

As with theSTSdata,thedetailedflux distributionon theHST-SAwasintegratedto give an
estimateof featuredistribution. We assumedthepanelsto berandom-tumblingplatesrelativeto
theorbitaldebrisenvironment.In addition,we lookedinto shadowingby themainbodyof HST,
but thisonly alteredthecrateringflux by a smallamountoverthetotal solidangle.Unlike the
STSdata,therewereinsufficientchemicaldatato adequatelyremovemeteoroidfeatures.The
resultingdebris-onlyfits will underestimatethefeaturetotalsbasedondebrisplusmeteoroids.
However,wewill showin Section4 thattheresultsareadequateto demonstratethatthe
ORDEM2000environmentasmodifiedby thefactorsaboveis consistentwith thisdataset.

Welookedintoaddingor subtractingthemeteoroidenvironmentbasedontheflux usedfor
LDEF,but solarpanelsby their naturemaintainafixed or nearlyfixedorientationwith respectto
theSun. Themeteoroidflux currentlyemployedis basedon theassumptionof isotropicflux.
Thisassumptionis not accurateto describethemeteoroidflux in thenear-Earthenvironment.
Forexample,it is knownthereis anenhancementof meteoroidflux in theSun/anti-Sun
direction. In addition,weneedto accountfor direction/velocityrelationships.Theisotropic
meteoroidflux (asusedfor LDEF), appliedto theHST-SAusinggravitationalfocusingand
spacecraftmotion,gavemeteoroidcrateringfluxeshigherthanwereseenfor thecompletedebris
plusmeteoroiddata. Theactualmeteoroidcrateringflux onsolarpanelsremainsanopen
questionatthisstage.

2.2.3.4 The European Retrievable Carrier Data

Data for EuReCa are derived from examinations of the 10 solar panel segments, as described and

tabulated in McDonnell et al. (1998a,b). We did not consider the MLI blankets and/or the

satellite name plate in this work.

The general analysis strategy adopted for the EuReCa solar array was similar to that used in the

HST-SA analysis. However, the thicker, rigid structure of the EuReCa solar panels obviated

penetrations of the complex, stratified structure. Therefore, analysis was limited to the semi-

infinite target region of admissibility as described in Section 2.2.3.3. Section 4 shows

comparisons to ORDEM2000 results.

2.2.3.5 Aerogel Impact Experiments Aboard the Mir Space Station

Due to the immaturity of analyses concerning cratering phenomena in the Aerogel panels

deployed by the MEEP experiment, and concerns about the apparent violation of several

experimental controls, e.g. MEEP orientation with respect to the Mir velocity vector, we did not

perform an in-depth analysis. Rather, we include Panel 1 and 2 data (H6rz et al. 1999) in
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following sectionsdealingwith comparisonsbetweenORDEM2000andtheobserved
environmentfor ageneral,or qualitative,comparisononly.

2.2.4 Solar-Related Effects Modeling

2.2.4.1 Projected Solar Activity for Atmospheric Drag

Solar activity directly influences the orbital debris environment by heating the Earth's upper

atmosphere, principally at the extreme ultraviolet wavelengths. Because these wavelengths are

not observable at ground level, the solar flux at 10.7-cm wavelength is used as an analogue.

Atmosphere models then use these flux values to estimate the exospheric temperature, which

controls upper atmospheric density and, hence, satellite drag.

This work consisted of two portions. The first activity was to assemble a FORTRAN subroutine

that would contain relevant solar activity models. We tested the subroutine in the EVOLVE 4.0

code to examine the sensitivity of the environment to different solar models. The second activity

dealt with examining the historical solar activity to assess the relative accuracy of various solar

activity models.

We used two models in this study, in addition to historical (1957-2000) solar activity archived by

the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). These are referred to as the

NOAA model (in conjunction with the Australian Ionospheric Prediction Service) and the NASA

Marshall Solar Activity Future Estimation (MSAFE) model.

Figure 2-.19 gives results from the first task. In this figure, models are used out to the end of

their prediction cycle, and then repeated in a cyclic fashion. The second task compared the

NOAA model with the MSAFE model. Data used in this analysis were taken from the NOAA

Space Environment Center website and a paper describing the MSAFE model (Vaughan et al.

1999), respectively. In addition, since we are concerned with the veracity of a given model's

predictive capabilities (given that all predictions are phenomenological in nature), historical

NOAA predictions were taken from copies of Solar-Geophysical Data.

The chosen analytical technique was to compare predictions made at solar maxima and minima

with NOAA and MSAFE predictions. We recorded differences between the predicted solar

activity and the observed solar activity, and also tabulated a frequency distribution in these

differences. We employed both Z 2 and Kolmogorov-Smirnov (Sachs 1984) goodness-of-fit

testing on both the differences and the frequency distribution in difference. Goodness-of-fit

testing indicates that the NOAA predictions performed slightly better than did the MSAFE

predictions for solar cycles 20, 21, and 22. Thus, a solar activity model predicated on the

NOAA/Ionospheric Prediction Service forecast appears to offer a better estimate of the future

solar activity at this time.
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Figure 2-19: A comparison of historical and projected solar activities.

2.2.4.2 Solar Radiation Pressure

For particles smaller than about 1 mm in diameter, the effects of solar radiation pressure can

become important. Solar radiation pressure typically causes the eccentricity of an orbiting object

to oscillate. This usually shortens the lifetime of small debris by lowering their perigee into the

atmosphere faster than would be expected from atmospheric decay alone. For debris sizes for

which solar radiation pressure is important, the overall effect is to alter the altitude distributions.

Circular orbit populations with lifetimes controlled by atmospheric decay typically have spatial

densities (at lower altitudes especially) that vary inversely proportionally to the local density of

the atmosphere. Solar radiation pressure can cause this distribution to be different.

In order to include the effect of solar radiation pressure, we use a simple propagation model to

simulate the creation of small particles in the 10-l.tm to 1-mm size range. For the model, we

assumed that these small particles were created from intact objects due to some regular process like

micrometeoroid impacts or material degradation. The model is used to simulate the relative size-

dependent orbit distributions of the particles. For sources, we use the historical catalog using only

intact objects and weight each source object by its approximate surface area. A series of orbit

"snapshots" is created for each intact object that defines its orbital parameters at regular intervals

of time. At each time step, a particle with random size is "created," having the same orbit as its

parent at each initial time. Each particle is then propagated independently under the influence of
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solarradiationpressureandatmosphericdragto specificreferencetimes.We usedthetotal
populationof smallparticlesateachof thesereferencetimesto definethesize-dependentorbit
distributionsatthosetimes. Weusedthein situdata---specificallyfrom LDEF---to calibratethe
relativenumbersin eachpopulationbasedoneccentricity,inclination,andsize.

Oncethepopulationproductionratesarescaledto theLDEFdata(representingconditionsin the
mid-1980s),it is asimplematterto projectthosepopulationsinto thefutureusingthesame
model. For launchtraffic after 1999,weusedacatalogfor 1999andscaledtheareaweighting
for eachobjectusingthetotalnumberof futureintactobjectsderivedfrom EVOLVE. In other
words,theorbit distributionsarefrozenfor 1999,but theproductionratevariesastheprojected
futurepopulationof intactobjectsvaried. However,aswasdescribedabove,theproductionrate
in the 1990sappearsto bedifferentthanthatin the 1980sasmeasuredby LDEF. Thisempirical
effecthasbeenaddedto fit thedatasets.Becauseof thediffering behaviorsof elliptical and
circularorbitsundertheinfluenceof solarradiationpressure,wecreatedseparatehigh-andlow-
eccentricitytimehistoriesfor the 10-_tmand100-_tmpopulations.

Weprojectinto regionswith no,or little, impactdataby usingthescaledpopulationsto extrapolate
to thoseregions.Whilewedonotdirectlyknowthesmallparticlepopulationsathigheraltitudes,
thepopulationswedoknowreflectthedistributionof debrisathigheraltitudeswhoseorbitshave
decayedinto themeasuredregion. In otherwords,theorbit populationsatloweraltitudes
indirectlyreflecttheorbit populationsathigheraltitudesthathavedecayeddown. If wehave
modeledthedecayprocesscorrectlyusingatmosphericdragandsolarradiationpressure,thenwe
shouldbeableto reconstructthepopulationsat higheraltitudes.Oneotherfactorthathelpsin this
reconstructionis thatfor particleslessthan1mmin size,thetimescaleof decayis rather
short----nomorethanafewyearsin themostimportantcases.Therefore,it doesnot takelongfor
changesathighaltitudesto startaffectingpopulationsatlow altitudes.Thisincreasesour
confidencethattheLDEFmeasurementsareaccuratelyreflectingconditionsathigheraltitudesas
well---atleastfor therelativeorbitalparameterdistributionsfor altitudeslessthanabout1000km.

2.2.5 EVOLVE Auxiliary Modeling

An engineering model, such as ORDEM2000, is not an ideal tool to predict the future debris

environment. The major factors controlling the future debris environment include the launch

traffic, types of vehicles, deorbit control, solar activity, and the dynamical evolution of debris

particles under the influence of various perturbations and atmospheric drag. It is very difficult to

implement all the effects explicitly in an engineering model. However, since a spacecraft

program can span several decades from planning to end-of-life, it is useful to have a projection

function included in an engineering model. A simple future projection function (1991 to 2030) is

implemented in ORDEM2000. For debris 1 cm and greater, the function is based on the spatial

density variation, at each altitude bin, between 1991 and 2030, from the NASA orbital debris

evolution model EVOLVE 4.0 (Krisko et al. 2000).

The first step in EVOLVE is to model historical launches and breakup events, including

explosions and collisions. Breakup fragments are then propagated forward in time numerically
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with otherintactobjects.Thegravitationalforceof Earthandits J2 perturbation, solar-lunar

perturbations, and atmospheric drag are all included in the propagator. The intact object and

debris populations since 1957 are calculated until the end of 1999. The spatial density or number

of objects of a given size and greater, at a given altitude and at a given time, from EVOLVE can

then be compared with radar, optical, or in situ debris measurements. Once the current debris

environment is modeled properly, EVOLVE takes an assumed launch traffic and an assumed

solar activity projection and uses a Monte Carlo approach to model future on-orbit explosions

and collisions and predict the future LEO debris environment.

To obtain the spatial density variation of debris particles greater than 1 cm, a special EVOLVE

simulation has been performed. The historical part of the simulation was based on all known

breakup events up to the end of 1999. We used a business-as-usual future launch traffic that

repeated the 1992 through 1999 traffic (Section 2.2.6) and the NOAA solar activity projection

(Section 2.2.4) in the future projection mode in EVOLVE. The spatial densities of objects

greater than 1 cm, 10 cm, and 1 m at each 50-km bin between 200- and 2000-km altitude were

recorded from the output.

The spatial densities at four selected altitude bins between 1991 and 2030 are shown in Figures

2-20 to 2-25. The future projections in Figures 2-23, 2-24, and 2-25 are from EVOLVE. Those

in Figures 2-20 and 2-21 are produced by the method described in Section 2.2.4.2. The 1-mm

population in Figure 2-22 represents the interpolation between the 100-l.tm and 1-cm populations

as described in Sections 2.2.3.1 and 2.2.3.2.
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Figure 2-20: Spatial density variation between 1991 and 2030for debris >10/tm in size.

The densities are benchmarked from in situ data in the 1980s and 1990s, and the future

projections are estimated from the small-particle production model described in the text.
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Figure 2-21: Spatial density variation between 1991 and 2030for debris >100 tim in size.

The densities are benchmarked from in situ data in the 1980s and 1990s, and the future

projections are estimated from the small.particle production model described in the text.
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Figure 2-22: Spatial density variation between 1991 and 2030for debris >1 mm in size. The

densities are interpolated between the values obtained for lO0.flm sizes (Figure 2-21) and 1 cm sizes

(Figure 2-23), with the more elliptical orbit populations adjusted to match data from the 1990s.
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Figure 2-23: Spatial density variation between 1991 and 2030for debris >1 cm in size.

Thedensities are benchmarked from Haystack data in the 1990s and the future projections

are estimated from EVOLVE.
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Figure 2-24: Spatial density variation between 1991 and 2030for debris >10 cm

in size. The densities are benchmarked from U.S. Space Command data and the future

projections are estimated from EVOLVE.
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Average Spatial Density for Debris Size > 1 Meter
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Figure 2-25: Spatial density variation between 1991 and 2030for debris >1 m in size.

The densities are benchmarked from U.S. Space Command data and the future projections

are estimated from EVOLVE.

2.2.6 Future Launch Traffic Model

Many investigators have attempted to divine future space launch traffic with only limited

success. Among the reasons for overall failure are the development of new technologies and/or

launch vehicles, nonviable military or commercial developments, and changes in the socio-

economic or military structure of the originating nation or international entity. Industry

projections may in some cases be proprietary and in any case seldom extend beyond four years

past the current date. Thus, the investment of a significant effort in prognosticating the future

launch traffic was not regarded as a worthwhile portion of the overall ORDEM2000 upgrade

effort.

Rather, the approach utilized by the NASA EVOLVE long-term debris evolution model was

adopted. This approach models future space launch traffic by cycling through the last eight years

of historical space launch traffic. In ORDEM2000, we used traffic spanning the years 1992-

1999 to project the current environment out to the year 2030. Figure 2-26 shows hstorical and

projected traffic.
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Figure 2-26: Historical and projected launch traffic.

The reader should note that launch rate is not indicative of debris production either historically or

over the period of the projection. This is because debris production is not uniform over the

population, i.e. all events do not produce identical numbers of debris and all members of the

population are not subject to the same probability of fragmentation. The historical number of

fragmentation events not traceable to the design or the practices and procedures used by a

particular vehicle class is relatively small.

2.2.7 Extension of Data Sets up to 2000 km Altitude

The data sets available to use do not have complete coverage. Radar and telescope data do not

adequately measure low-inclination orbits. Returned surfaces only sample at the altitude of the

spacecraft. Each type of experiment only measures a certain size regime at a particular time.

None tell us what the future is going to be like.

For extrapolations into the past and into the future, the time projections outlined above are used

to estimate how the populations evolve. This allows populations estimated from data taken in

the past to be "projected" to the reference date.
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Thereareseveralkeyregimesfor whichwearemissingdata. The first is the 10- and 100-gm

population above about 600-km altitude. The method used to estimate these populations at

higher altitudes is described in Section 2.2.4.2.

The next region for which data are missing is the 1-cm population with inclinations below about

25 deg. There is another similar gap for altitudes above about 1200 km with inclinations less

than about 43 deg. These represent a true gap in our knowledge of the LEO environment due to

limitations in the radar coverage. We estimate the 1-cm populations in these regions by using

orbit distributions in similar regions where we had data and scaling the numbers to the intact

population. For example, one can estimate the elliptical orbit population at 7-deg inclination by

scaling the ratio of the 1-cm to 10-cm populations for 28-deg inclination elliptical orbits and

multiplying the scaling factor times the catalog population in 7-deg elliptical orbits.

We also have a lack of detailed information about the 1-mm population. The 1-mm populations

were found by interpolating the log spatial densities between the 100-gm population and the 1-

cm population. We assume the time-dependence factors and velocity distributions to be the

linear average between these two populations. The justification for this was that we expect some

fraction of the 1-mm population to be due to breakup fragments, and the rest due to surface

degradation. So we made an "even mix" of 100-gm particle (believed to be primarily surface

degradation) and 1-cm particles (believed to be primarily breakup debris). These simple

averages are adjusted using the Goldstone data (see Section 2.2.3.2).
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3. ORDEM2000 Debris Environment Model

Once a debris population is characterized in terms of size and orbital parameters, one can build a

LEO debris environment model from the population to describe the debris spatial density and

velocity distribution in space. This step is one of the major differences between ORDEM2000

and the previous model ORDEM96. Figure 3-1 outlines the different approaches of the two

models. Once a debris population is derived from existing data, ORDEM96 simplifies the

population into 6 inclination bands and 2 eccentricity families. The six inclinations chosen are

7 deg, 28 deg, 51 deg, 65 deg, 82 deg, and 98 deg. Objects within each inclination band are

assumed to have the same inclination rather than a distribution of inclinations. Objects with

eccentricities less than 0.2 are considered to be on circular orbits (e = 0) while the rest are

considered to be on elliptical orbits with eccentricities between 0.5 and 0.6. In addition,

ORDEM96 assumes that the longitudes of the ascending node (f_) and arguments of perigee (o_)

of objects are randomly distributed in space. With additional approximations to the size

distribution and orbital perigee distribution, a set of equations can be derived to represent the

LEO debris environment (Kessler 1981, Kessler et al. 1996). One can then take the equations

and calculate the impact flux on an orbiting spacecraft or the debris flux expected to be observed

by a ground-based telescope or radar.

• 6 inc bands

• 2 ecc families

• Random f_, 03

• Size distribution

• Alt dependence

Model debris

environment

(equations)

ORDEM96

• Impact flux (s/c)

• Observed flux

I Model debris
_- environment

(data files)

• Impact flux (s/c)

• Observed flux

L.._ ORDEM2000 "_j

Figure 3-1:ORDEM96 and ORDEM2000 use different approaches to build

the LEO debris environment model
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To fully utilize thedebrispopulationsderivedfrom thedatasources,ORDEM2000adoptsa
differentapproachwhenbuildingthedebrisenvironmentmodel. Theapproachessentially
transfers the computer burden of determining debris spatial density and velocity distribution

from being part of the model to computer processing that is performed as a part of building the

model. The advantage of this approach is that as the fidelity of the orbital debris data increases

(i.e., we more accurately determine the size and orbit distributions of debris), no approximations

are required to include all of this data in the environment model.

The ORDEM2000 debris environment model is a finite element model (Section 3.1). It

describes the spatial density, velocity distribution, and inclination distribution of debris particles

at different latitudes and altitudes. The debris environment is represented by a set of pre-

processed data files. No assumptions regarding debris particles' inclinations, eccentricities, or

orientations in space (longitudes of the ascending node and arguments of perigee) are required in

this approach. However, a decision was made to randomize the objects' ascending node

longitudes. For most objects in LEO, the ascending nodes are randomized, but many intact

objects in Sun-synchronous orbits have preferred ascending nodes. Most debris in Sun-

synchronous orbits, however, are in orbits with randomized ascending nodes. Also, if an object

with a randomized ascending node encounters an object with a preferred ascending node, the

collision calculations are equivalent to the case where both objects are random. Consequently,

the assumption of randomized ascending nodes will generally be adequate.

3.1 A Finite Element Model for LEO Debris Environment

The region between 200- and 2000-km altitude is divided into (5 deg x 5 deg x 50 km) cells in

longitude (0), latitude (90 deg-q_), and altitude (r), respectively (Figure 3-2). When a debris

population is derived from observations, the resident time of each debris particle within each cell

is calculated using the fractional time that it spends in that cell. For example, if a debris particle

spends 3% of its orbital period within a given cell, 0.03 "object" is assigned to that cell. Once

the same procedure is completed for every debris particle in the population, the spatial density of

this debris population within each cell is simply the sum of objects within that cell divided by its

volume VceH, where

Vcell = f_ r2 (sin_p) dr dq) dO,

and r, q), and 0 are defined in Figure 3-2.

The velocity of a debris particle within a given cell is calculated in two steps. The first step is to

convert its orbital elements to the velocity and position vectors in the geocentric equatorial

system. The conversion is straightforward (e.g., Bate et al. 1971). The second step is to transfer

the velocity components to a special local system via two coordinate transformations. The local

system is a right-handed geocentric system where the x-axis points in the radial-outward

direction, the y-axis points in the local east direction, and the z-axis points in the local north

direction. The plane defined by the y-axis and z-axis is the local horizontal.
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Figure 3-2: A finite element model

Let (Vx, Vy, Vz) be the geocentric equatorial velocity components of a debris particle in a given

cell. The components (Vx2, Vy2, vz2) in the local system are calculated with the following two

transformations:

Vxl"- Vx COS0 -I- Vy sin0

Vyl---- -Vx sin0 + Vy COS0

Vzl -_ V z
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and

Vx2= Vxl cos(90-¢) + Vzl sin(90-¢)

Vy2 = Vyl

Vz2=-Vxl sin(90-_)) + Vzl cos(90-_)),

where 0 and ¢ are defined in Figure 3-2.

The velocity distribution of debris particles within a given cell is calculated using all particles in

the cell, weighted by their individual spatial densities. To reduce the size of the templates, only the

velocity components in the local horizontal plane are recorded. This is justified since the radial

velocity component is generally less than 0.1 km/sec while the horizontal velocity component is

about 6 to 11 km/sec. The velocity distribution within each cell is stored in a magnitude-and-

direction two-dimensional matrix, as shown in Figure 3-3. The magnitude ranges from 6 to

11 km/sec with an increment of 1 km/sec while the direction ranges from 0 deg to 360 deg with an

increment of 10 deg. Each element in the matrix gives the fraction of particles with a velocity

within the magnitude and direction specified by the position of the element. For example, the 2%

element in Figure 3-3 indicates that 2% of all particles in this three-dimensional cell have their

orbital velocity (in the local horizontal plane) between 6 and 7 km/sec with a direction between the

local east and 10 deg northward. The sum of all elements in a matrix is always 100%.

Figure 3-3: Velocity distribution matrix.
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Theinclinationdistributionof debrisparticleswithin eachcell is alsocalculatedandsavedas
partof thetemplatefiles. Therangeis between0 degand 180degwith anincrementof 2 deg.

Figure3-4showsaspatialdensitymapof the100-_tmpopulationfrom thefinite elementmodel.
It is thedistributionof objects(number/km3),between800and850km altitude,asviewedfrom
thecenterof theEarth. Thex-axis is theprojectedlongitude(-180degto 180deg)in thesky
while they-axisis theprojectedlatitude(-90degto 90deg).

Figure 3-4: Color-coded spatial density distribution (no/km 3) of 100-flm objects,

between 800 and 850 km altitude, as viewed from the center of the Earth.

3.2 Applications of the Debris Environment Model

The spatial density, velocity distribution, and inclination distribution files ("template files") form

the basis of ORDEM2000. The model has two application modes: (1) a ground-based

telescope/radar mode and (2) an orbiting spacecraft mode. The two options require different

input parameters and produce different output files. Once the option and input parameters are

defined, the model extracts information from the template files and performs the calculations as

described below.
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3.2.1 For a Ground-Based Observer

For an observer using a telescope or radar (such as Haystack) to observe orbital debris from the

ground, two options are available: a vertical staring mode and an arbitrary pointing mode. The

vertical staring mode requires two parameters: the geographic latitude of the instrument and the

time of the observation (between years 1991 and 2030). The user can specify the names of the

output files containing spatial density and average orbital velocity of objects of 6 fixed sizes

(>10 _tm, >100 ktm, >1 mm, >1 cm, >10 cm, >1 m). The user also has the option to obtain the

Surface area flux of any arbitrary size objects. The surface area flux is defined as the number of

objects passing through the beam width, per unit area, per unit time. The inclination distribution

and velocity distribution files at various altitudes are also available for additional analyses. The

arbitrary pointing mode requires four parameters: the geographic latitude of the instrument, the

time of the observation (between 1991 and 2030), and the pointing direction in terms of azimuth

and elevation angles. The standard output is the surface area flux of particles of the six standard
sizes.

3.2.2 For an Orbiting Spacecraft

To calculate the flux on an orbiting spacecraft, the user first has to specify the orbit of the

spacecraft. The model "flies" the spacecraft through the environment and then selects template

files along the orbit for the calculation. The orbit options include selecting the semimajor axis

and eccentricity or the perigee and apogee altitudes of the orbit. Additional input parameters

include the orbital inclination and argument of perigee of the orbit and the time of the mission

(between 1991 and 2030). An additional parameter, Nseg, is alSO required. The model divides

the orbit of the spacecraft into Nseg segments in equal mean longitude (i.e., equal time) and then

calculates the flux, from particles of the six different sizes, on the spacecraft at each segment.

The output results are stored in a flux table. It includes the altitude and latitude of the spacecraft

at each segment and the fluxes from particles of six different sizes at that location. At the end of

the table, fluxes averaged over Nseg segments are also given. A cubic spline interpolation (Press

et al. 1992), in log(flux) vs. log(diameter) space, is applied to the output to get the flux from any

arbitrary size debris between 10 lam and 1 m. As with any finite element model, one does not

have smooth transitions between cells. This may create unnecessary misunderstanding for

spacecraft designers with various altitude options. To ensure smooth transition in altitude, a

linear interpolation function in log(spatial density) has been implemented using the spatial

density files of two adjacent cells in altitude. Since a spacecraft is assumed to have a spherical

shape in ORDEM2000, the flux given in the spacecraft mode is the cross-sectional flux.

The model also includes an additional subroutine to compute the "butterfly" distribution of the

flux on a spacecraft. The output file contains the fluxes broken down by direction and velocity

relative to the target spacecraft.
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4. ORDEM2000 Verification and Validation

4.1 Comparisons With Radar Observations

In this section, we compare ORDEM2000 predictions with the Haystack and HAX radar data.

The radar data are taken from Settecerri et al. (1999) and Stansbery et al. (2000). Haystack data

are believed to be complete for debris particles greater than about 1 cm in diameter while HAX

data are complete for debris particles greater than about 5 cm in diameter. Figures 4-1 to 4-4

show the comparisons in 1999 for debris greater than 1 m, 10 cm, 5 cm, and 1 cm, respectively.

Each error bar in the observed flux represents the 1 t_ standard deviation. Each "error bar" in

altitude simply indicates the altitude range where the flux was calculated. Figures 4-5 to 4-8

show comparisons with the 1998 radar data. Figures 4-9 to 4-12 show comparisons with the

1997 radar data. Overall, ORDEM2000 predictions compare well with the Haystack and HAX

radar observations.
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4.2 Comparisons With In Situ Measurements

4.2.1 Space Shuttle

We can use the detailed timelines of the Shuttle missions in conjunction with ORDEM2000 to

make predictions of the feature distribution. Figures 4-13 and 4-14 show the model fits after the

empirical modifications described in Section 2.2.3.1.
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Figure 4-13:ORDEM2000 predictions of the Shuttle radiator tape-hole-diameter

distributions. These data consist of those impacts known to be debris from their chemistry.
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distributions. These data consist of those impacts known to be debris from their chemistry.
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4.2.2 HST Solar Array

Figure 4-15 shows the model fits to the HST-SA data. As described above, there are two fit

regions. The semi-infinite assumption holds for features less than about 300 _tm in size. The

thin-target approximation holds for features larger than about 2 mm. Note that, for both curves,

the model somewhat underpredicts the data, because the data do not have the meteoroids

separated out. The resulting difference is consistent with our knowledge of the meteoroid

environment.
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Figure 4.15:ORDEM2000 predictions of the HST conchoidal crater diameter (Dco)

distributions. The two model curves represent the two cratering equation regimes described in

the text. The data consist of both meteoroid and debris impacts, so the debris-only prediction

is somewhat lower.

4.2.3 EuReCa Solar Arrays

Figure 4-16 shows the model fits to the EuReCa solar array data. As described above, the

cratering equation for the semi-infinite approximation region is used. As with the HST-SA data,

the data are a mixture of debris and meteoroids, so the debris-only model underpredicts the data.
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Note that, for both HST-SA and EuReCa data, the model shows similar slopes. Qualitatively,

the results are consistent with our knowledge of the relative contribution of the meteoroid flux.
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Figure 4-16:ORDEM2000 population predictions of the EuReCa conchoidal crater diameter

(Dco) distributions. The data consist of both meteoroid and debris impacts, so the debris-only

prediction is somewhat lower. The cratering equation is only good for Dco < 300 tim.

4.2.4 MEEP Experiment Aboard Mir

Figure 4-17 shows a comparison of MEEP's Plates 1 and 2 with ORDEM2000. As can be seen,

ORDEM2000 is generally consistent with the MEEP data above 10 _tm.
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Figure 4-17: ORDEM population size predictions compared to the Mir MEEP size

distribution estimates. There is, in general, good agreement.

4.3 Sensitivity Analysis

A potential problem with the ORDEM2000 finite element model for the environment is in the

grid size of the cells. One can certainly make the cells smaller to increase the resolution.

However, the physical size of the resultant template files may become unmanageably large. In

addition, statistical noise will increase with decreasing grid size in a finite element model. It

may produce unrealistic transitions between cells. On the other hand, one needs to make sure the

grid size of the cells is sufficiently small to preserve important fine features in the environment.

The template data files with the standard resolution in ORDEM2000 have a total physical size of

about 14 MB. A sensitivity study has been performed to determine if the resolution is sufficient.

New templates with (1 deg x 1 deg × 10 km) cell dimension and (0.1 km/sec × 1 deg) velocity

distribution were created and implemented in the model. Average impact fluxes on a spacecraft

with an ISS-type orbit (400 km × 490 km, 51.6-deg inclination, in 1999) were calculated using

both the standard templates and the high-resolution versions. The comparison shows that there is

no statistically significant difference between the two (Figure 4-18). Another study with a

spacecraft of Shuttle-like orbit also shows similar results. These comparisons indicate that the

grid size used in ORDEM2000 is reasonable.
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11 ORDEM2000 Graphic User Interface

5.1 Introduction

ORDEM2000 has two major branches. The first one is for spacecraft and mission designers.

The second branch gives orbital debris information as would be seen from a ground-based

telescope or radar. Resultant plots and data files give estimates of object spatial density, flux,

velocity, and inclination distributions.

The PC-based ORDEM2000 includes two programs, a GUI written in visual C++ and the main

computational code written in FORTRAN. The template files that form the database of the

model are stored in a subdirectory called "data." The user selects program options and enters

input parameters using the GUI. The results of the FORTRAN computation are stored in a

subdirectory named "results" but the location of the generated data files can be redirected to

another directory for additional analyses.

The GUI graphing panels have a number of useful features worth mentioning. The output graph

displayed within the GUI can be edited and exported to other programs. Each graphing panel

offers the ability to alter the physical display by changing the labeling, the upper and lower

bounds, and the scaling of the graph. Then the user can dump the graphic to the Windows

clipboard, to the printer, or to a file. If the user is not pleased with the look of the graphic, the

data underlying the graph can also be dumped to the Windows clipboard, to the printer, or to a

file. The raw data results are tab-delimited for easy transfer into spreadsheets or visualization

programs. The original files generated by the FORTRAN computation are also available.

5.2 Program Requirements

ORDEM2000 is designed to run on computers using Windows (95/98) and Windows NT. The

expanded ORDEM2000 directory is around 16 megabytes. The GUI and FORTRAN program

are both approximately 400 kilobytes.

5.3 Program Installation

Download the file called "ORDEM2000cmprss.zip" and double click on it or use a

decompression program that recognizes zip files to install the program. The program can be

installed on any of the local drives on your computer, in any directory. Downloading or

decompressing the program will take several minutes. Further information can be found in the

Readme.txt file in the ORDEM2000 directory.
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5.4 Program Execution

As we indicated earlier, there are two ways to run the program: using the GUI and without the

GUI. We will discuss each in turn.

5.4.1 Graphical User Interface-Based Computation

To start the GUI you need to double click the file "ORDEM2000.exe." A dialog panel like the

one in Figure 5-1 should appear.

Figure 5-1:ORDEM2000 main panel.

Next, click on one of the various buttons to bring up additional dialog panels. The design of the

program is such that you can only operate on the current, top-most window and you must exit it

before you can operate on panels hidden beneath. Beyond the main panel are several basic panel

types, most with a graphic icon in the upper left-hand corner, including Data Input panels,

Computation Result panels, and Graphic Display panels.

We describe below two example sequences (telescope mode and spacecraft mode).

5.4.1.1 Example Telescope Assessment

Start up ORDEM2000.exe and in the main panel click on Telescope Assessment and the

following panel should appear (Figure 5-2).
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Figure 5-2: Telescope Assessment Choice panel

Click on "Telescope Vertical Staring" to bring up the input panel, as in Figure 5-3.

Figure 5-3: Telescope Input panel.
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In thispanel,youcaninput variousvariables.Theprogramusesacompletesetof defaultvalues
for all variablessothecomputationcanproceedwith nothingotherthanpressingthelarge
"Compute"button,or youcaninput newvariablesfor anyor all of thefields. Oneof the
variables"Directory for OutputTables"canredirecttheoutputfiles from theusual"results"
subdirectoryto anyotherdirectoryon thecomputer.Thedirectorylistedin this field is where
theOutputSpatialDensityandOutputAverageVelocity tableswill bestored.Be awarethat
thereareoftendatatablesbesidesthesetwo thatarecreatedandsentto thespecifiedoutput
directory. Forexample,if youclick on "CreateOptionalFlux File for SizeValue" or "Create
OptionalVDIST andIDIST files" youwill getmanyadditionalfiles.

Onceyouhavefinishedinputtingparameters,pressthe"Compute"buttonandaDOSwindow
will comeup (Figure5-4). This is thecoreFORTRANcomputationalcode. It will showa
percentprogressline and,whenfinished,will give outsomeinformationconcerningthefiles it
hascreated.If youareusingtheGUI, youneednotconcernyourselfwith this information. To
exit this windowyouneedto hit Enter,whichwill causetheFORTRANprogramto exit and
returnyou to theGUI. If yougetbacktheoriginal inputpanel,youmayseeanerror listing in
themessagetext field atthebottomof thepanel.

ORDEM2-4 _][_ _

Figure 5.4: ORDEM2OOO_fort.exe window.

If the computation was successful, a new results panel will show up like that in Figure 5-5. In

the results panel with the OK icon, you choose what results of the computation to graph. Select

additional options here and move on to the last major panel type---a graph, or output, window.

Figure 5-5 shows three large graph buttons, "Graph Vel Dstrb," "Graph Density," and "Graph

Avg. Vel,"
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Figure 5-5: Telescope Results window.

The next step is to press the "Graph Density" button to bring up the panel in Figure 5-6.
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Figure 5-6: Display of Spatial Density vs. Altitude for Telescope.
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The graph is displayed to the left and additional options are found on the right. Note that there

are three "Plot to" buttons and three "Data to" buttons. The "Plot to" buttons copy the actual

graphic as a series of line drawing commands to the Windows clipboard or to a file. In contrast,

the "Data to" buttons send the actual numeric data that generated the plot to the same locations.

The Data is tab-delimited, which means that it can be pasted directly into an Excel-style

spreadsheet. Also of note is the "Advanced Display Controls" button, which allows you to

change the title, labels, boundaries, and scaling of the plot, and the "Auto Range" button, which

scales the plot so that the complete range of Y axis values is visible.

There are other panels besides inputs, results, and graphs, but they will not be discussed here.

All but the most simplistic panels have a "Help" button with context-sensitive on-line

documentation of what all the fields on that panel mean.

5. 4.1.2 Spacecraft Assessment

Restart ORDEM2000.exe and, at the first main panel (Figure 5-2), click on Spacecraft

Assessment. The panel in Figure 5-7 will appear.
i _i_ _

Figure 5-7: Spacecraft Assessment panel
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Onceagain,thispanelis whereinputparametersareselected/entered.Theusercanselectto
definetheorbit by semimajoraxisandeccentricityorby apogeealtitudeandperigeealtitude.
Theusercanalsoenterotherorbitalelementsandselectthenameof theoutputflux file andits
location. Click ontheComputebuttonto starttheFORTRANcomputationandyouwill seea
DOSpanelmuchlike thatfoundin Figure5-8.

Figure 5-8: DOS computation panel

Hit Return on the keyboard and, if the computation has gone correctly without error, the panel in

Figure 5-9 will appear.

Two major graphs can be drawn from this results panel. You can graph a summary graph of

average flux versus size of the debris by pressing on the "Graph Avg. Flux vs. Size" button

(Figure 5-10). The more complicated graph is reached by clicking on the "Graph Flux over

Orbit" button but before you do, notice the parameters that are in the same line drawn, grouping

"Flux over Orbit Path." One can trace a flux curve for all debris of size greater than 10 _tm to

greater than 1 m. You can choose to plot all these curves at once or, if that produces too dense a

graph, just one of the curves at a time. These plots can also be plotted versus a number of

different orbital approaches. First, you can plot against orbital position. For high inclination

orbits or high eccentricity orbits, you may want to plot against latitude or altitude.
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Figure 5-9: Computation completed panel for the spacecraft mode.
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Figure 5-10: Graph of flux over orbit.
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You can customize the look of this graph by adjusting the "Adv. Display Controls" button and

the "Auto-Range" button.

Going back to the panel in Figure 5-9, pressing the "Create Direction Butterfly File" button will

create the "Butterfly" file BUTTERFLY.DAT that summarizes the flux on a spacecraft broken

out by yaw direction and relative velocity.

5.4.2 DOS-Based Computation

ORDEM2000 also allows for a second kind of computation where one completely bypasses the

GUI and runs the program from DOS. This offers several advantages. First, those users who are

more comfortable with DOS need not concern themselves with the GUI. Second, advanced users

who are not interested in the simplistic graphs and want to create their own graphs or analyze

some of the background output data files need not concern themselves with the GUI.

To understand this scripting basis, it is necessary to understand the communication between the

GUI and the FORTRAN computation component. When the GUI is started, the program

"ORDEM2000.exe" is loaded into memory and runs. When the input data is gathered together,

it is written to a command text file called "ORDEM2000.cmd". Next, the GUI starts up the

FORTRAN program "ORDEM2000_fort.exe" and goes to sleep. The FORTRAN component

immediately looks for "ORDEM2000.cmd," reads it in, executes its commands, and creates the

large number of output files in the designated results directory. When finished, it waits for the

user's "Enter" key command, and then quits execution. The GUI then reawakens and looks for

the presence of a file "ORDEM2000.res" (res for results) which indicates that computation has

finished, ff there is no such file, an error is reported. If the file is present, the GUI assumes

completion and goes on with its actions.

With this in mind, one can easily run the program in a DOS window. Simply edit the

"ORDEM2000.cmd" file to the desired values and then enter the command "ordem2000". There

are actually two versions of this for Fortran computational DOS program. Version 1,

ORDEM2000_fort.exe, runs with the GUI and requires the user to press the Enter key to

terminate. Version 2, ordem2000.exe, has no Enter key and so will be useable for full DOS

scripting. One can then run the program countless times by creating a DOS script and copying

various files into "ORDEM2000.cmd" as needed.

There are several example cmd files provided in the distribution. See sc_ordem.cmd,

tel_ordem.cmd, and tel2_ordem.cmd and use them as templates. Sc_ORDEM2000 is an

example of spacecraft style assessment. Tel_ORDEM2000.cmd is a typical vertical staring

telescope-type analysis and tel2_ORDEM2000.cmd is an example for an arbitrary pointing

telescope analysis. These three files reflect the three major branches of panels inside the GUI as

well. A rudimentary DOS batch file that does an example scripting is included, called

"test_script.bat".
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5.5 Output Data File Names in the Program

Table 5-1 lists information on the various output files found in the results directory. There are

three major branches of analysis in ORDEM2000, Spacecraft, Telescope Vertical Stare, and

Telescope Arbitrary Pointing. Some of these files can be renamed within the program and some

names are fixed. After being created, some of the files can be displayed or graphed within the

program; others are for advanced users and are not graphed.

Some mention should be made concerning the name of certain groups of files. For example, the

Telescope Vertical Staring computation creates a family of files with the name VDISTxyy.DAT

where x and yy are actually variables distinguishing the files. The "x" indicates the size class. It

ranges from "1" for 10 _tm and greater to "2" for 100 _tm and greater to "6" for 1 m and greater.

The yy variable indicates the altitude bin from "1" for 200 km to "2" for 250 km to "36" for

1950 km. The same naming system is used for the IDIST files as well.

Table 5-1: Output Data Files

Type of
Analysis

Telescope
Stare

Telescope
Stare

Telescope
Stare

Telescope
Stare

Telescope
Stare

Telescope Point

Spacecraft

Spacecraft

Spacecraft

"Butterfly"

File

Renameable?

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

File

Graphed

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

File Name

TABLED.DAT

TABLEV.DAT

TABLEF.DAT

VDISTxyy.DAT

IDISTxyy.DAT

TABLEFX.DAT

TABLESC.DAT

VRELzzzz.DAT

BUTTERFLY.DAT

Description

Spatial density as a function of

altitude and object size

Average orbital velocity as a

function of altitude and object
size

Surface area flux as a function of

altitude of objects of a given size

Velocity distribution, x=size

class yy=altitude range

Inclination distribution, x=size

class yy=altitude range

Surface area flux as a function of

altitude and size

Impact flux on the spacecraft

along its orbit

Velocity components of the

spacecraft and objects at
zzzz-th location along the orbit

Breakdown of fluxes in yaw

direction and relative velocity

bins in the spacecraft frame
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APPENDIX A: ORDEM96 VS. ORDEM2000

The 1999 Haystack and HAX radar observations for objects greater than 1 m, 10 cm, and 1 cm

are compared with both ORDEM96 and ORDEM2000 model predictions in Figures A-1 to A-3.
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APPENDIX B: DEBRIS FLUX AT 400 KM ALTITUDE

(1999-2030)

The cross-sectional fluxes on a spacecraft with an orbit similar to that of ISS (circular orbit at

400-km altitude, 51.6-deg inclination) between 2000 and 2030 are shown in Figures B-1 to B-7.

Both ORDEM2000 and ORDEM96 predictions are included.
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APPENDIX C: AVERAGE VELOCITY DISTRIBUTIONS

There are multiple ways to define the velocity distribution of a flux. The most generic is to have

the flux binned in direction, speed, and size, as is done in the "Butterfly" module of

ORDEM2000. For each velocity speed and direction vi, there is an associated flux J].

However, there are some useful "average" velocities that one can compute. One is the density-

weighted average velocity. This is the average velocity (<v>) that relates the local spatial

density (p) to the direction- and velocity-averaged flux (<f>).

N

p<v>=Y yi
i=l

This is the average velocity printed in the output screen. However, if a user wishes to compute

the most likely velocity that will hit a spacecraft, the flux-weighted average velocity is needed.

N

< Vf >- i=1 N

Ez
i=l

Ultimately, to compute risk to a spacecraft, one must integrate the flux in detail over all sizes,

directions, and impact speeds. This information is provided for the user in the "Butterfly"

module.
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